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What's Inside...
• Read one professor's thoughts
on the Clarence Thomas
confirmation. See page two.
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• Find out about the new Miss
Homecoming on page 17.
• Who's at fault for Clemson's
faltering football team? Find out
on page 17.
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This year's Tigerama
'easily the best ever!'
by Kristie Gant
staff writer
On Friday Oct. 1, 40,000 fans filed into
the lower deck of Death Valley to display
their loyal Clemson Spirit.
The theme of the 35th annual Tigerama
was "Cowboy Clemson." The world's largest
pep rally was sponsored by Blue Key and
WSBF. The Tiger Band, cheerleaders, Rally
Cats and Central Spirit involvement steered
the pep rally success.
As dusk crept in, splashes of neon could
be seen from either side of the stadium. The
stunts, dances and band intermingled with
the roar of the crowd.
Jane Robelot, al982 Clemson graduate of
WCAU-TV in Philadephia, Jim Phillips, the
voice of the Clemson Tigers,and Tim Bourret,
Sports Information Director served as emcees.
' .
Immediately following the National Anthem, sung by Amy Jones, Larry Leffler,
1990 Clemson graduate, and Kevin Blalock
of the Dixie Skydivers Club jumped from
4500 feet above Memorial Stadium.
AlphaDelta Pi, Kappa AlphaTheta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Delta Delta Delta and Sigma
Nu performed skits centered around the "Cowboy Clemson" theme.
Seven Clemson University alumni served
as judges: Amelia Bowie ('90), Jenni Tindal
Bryson ('70), Russ Madray ('86), Maxson
Metcalf('86)andLucille Ashley Studley('83)
selected Sigma Nu's "The Three and TwoThird Amigos" as second runner-up, Alpha
Delta
euan
Pi'sa "Little
miKiiuujomu^
House in the Valley"
,.m*~, as first

runner-up and Kappa Kappa Gamma won
first place with the crowd as well as the
judges with their own rendition of Dances
WithWolves called "Dances with the Tigers,"
chocked full of one liners, even throwing in
Bugle Boy and Energizer commercials parodies.
A Pershing Rifles 9-member squad performed for the crowd and then stood at attention for the grand entrance of the ten
homecoming queen finalists. The contestants were Hayley Anderson, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; Julie Burton, Delta Delta Delta;
Mechel Busby, Alpha Kappa Alpha; Jennifer
Cameron,Chi Omega; Kelly Cochran,
Gamma Sigma Sigma; Angela Dawkins,
Kappa Alpha Theta; Gail Jones, Kappa Alpha Order; Cindy O'Neill, Pi Kappa Phi and
Paige Owen representing Sigma Phi Epsilon.
President Max Lennon, Student Body
President Greg Horton and 1990 Homecoming Queen Stephanie Bowie revealed the
final results of the campus-wide election.
Third runner-up was Kelly Cochran, second
runner-up was Paige Owen, first runner-up
was Angela Dawkins and Mechel Busby was
crowned the 1991 Clemson University Homecoming Queen.
Tigerama's grand finale was eight minutes of spectacular fireworks display to a
Medley of Star Wars, Battle Star Galactica,
Space Camp, Star Trek and finishing with the
ever-powerful Tchaikovsky in a fashion that
could onlv induce groose bumps.
Victor Parker, Blue Key president, conceded, "this was easily the best Tigerama
ever." _—.
_

Display results announced
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
The results of the Homecoming display
competition are as follows in the still display competition, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, first place; Delta Chi Fraternity,

secondplace;PiKappaPhiFrateraity,third
place; and honorable mention to Performing Arts and Lambda Chi Fraternity.
In the moving display competition,
Sigma Nu Fraternity, first place; Alpha
Gamma Rho Fraternity, second place; and
Phi Delta Theta Fraternity, third place.

Chip Hast/ head photographer

Mechel Busby was crowned Miss Homecoming 1991 at last
Friday's Tigerama. Above, she is with Victor Parker of Blue Key
during her introduction at halftime of Saturday's football game.

~~ Limited library hours
debated by Student Senate
by Tyrone Walker
staff writer

Go Elsie, Go Elsie Go!
No, these women aren't trying out for a dance squad. They are supposed to be
dancing cows. This skit is one of several performed as part of Tigerama.

Clemson ranks near the bottom
in available library usage hours per
week among major universities in
the South reported Tripp Muldrow,
chairperson of the Student Senate
General Affairs Committee, to Max
Lennon in Student Senate on Monday.
Muldrow summary showed that
Clemson University is last, among
Wake Forest, Virginia Tech, UNCChapel Hill, University of Florida,
Duke and Georgia Tech., in available library hours per week.
"I was hoping that as a result of
my report, Max Lennon would be
shocked and would do his best immediately to do something about
the situation," stated Muldrow.
The summary also reflects that
Clemson is ranked low among other
colleges and universities in South
Carolina behind USC, College of
Charleston, and Furman University
in available hours.

The General Affairs committee
has made their goal to have the
hours extended for students as soon
as posisible. "We are not going to •
settle for gaining five hours per
week...we are looking for 5, 10, 15
hours or more...I would like to see
an attempt made to raise money to
keep the library open longer...we
are going to take as many avenues
as possible to secure funds for the
library."
Muldrow added that the General
Affairs Committee hopes to enlist
help from the Board of Trustees,
alumni and companies that do busi-,
ness with Clemson to find funds to
get to library operating on a more
acceptable level.
He said that many students have
complained about the library closing too early on week nights and not
being open on Saturday during
home games. "I think the students
will suffer from the lack of availablehoin^asweh^as^o^njournal
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Thomas confirmed as newest Supreme Court justice
Harassment
on national
agenda
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
In the wake ofthe Clarence Thomas confirmation as the latest member of the United States Supreme
Court, political science professor
Lois Duke has voiced some opinions about the role that Professor
Anita Hill's charges of sexual harassment played in the vote.
"I think it is an interesting case
study for us to observe, but there are
basically two very important issues
here: the placement of power and
the task of defining sexual harassment. As far as I know, this is the
first time that this issue has made
the national agenda in this manner.

of what is or isn't sexual harassment may be different from some
of the other senators. It may differ
•from what the two women senators
think sexual harassment is. It may
even differ from what younger, junior senators think sexual harassment is," said Duke.
When asked about the enthusiasm with which some of the committee members attacked Hill's
credibility, Duke responded, "They
went after her, there's no doubt
about that. They really went after
her."
The problem, says Duke, is that
"generally, when a man says 'It
ain't so,' and a woman say it is, a
woman is out in the position where
she has to her allegation. She has to
gain and earn her credibility, where
our society gives the man his credibility.
"How do you prove charges of
harassment or discrimination when
there are no other witnesses or any
kind of documentation?
"How do you say to a superior,

"They went after Anita Hill, there's no doubt
about that. They really went after her."
Lois Dukes
political science professor
"The questions are obvious. Did
the senate properly look into Miss
Hill's allegations? Did the Judiciary Committee investigate this
thoroughly before moving on to the
full senate where the final vote was
to take place? These lead to the
major question - can an all-male
body [ the Judiciary Committee] be
properly sensitive to this kind of an
issue?
" The defining of sexual harassment is the next key. For some of
the senior members, the perception

who is male, T find your language
offensive, I'd rather you not use
those terms in the future,' without
fear of reprisal, poor performance
evaluations, withholding of salary
increases?"
Duke also commented on what
she saw as the false perception that
Hill came forth of her own volition
to stop Thomas. "She did not come
forth. She was approached by the
FBI and the Senate Judiciary Committee. She was responding to their
probe when they were initially in-

Thomas still
under watch
by Sean Cook
staff writer
The cameras may have gone
black at the Senate hearing room,
but the spotlight will continue to
fall on Clarence Thomas for years
to come, according to Clemson
political science professor Lois
Duke.
Thomas, who replaces retired
Justice Thurgood Marshall, was
confirmed Tuesday nightby a narrow majority of the Senate, 52 to
48. He will take his seat next week
as the 106thjustice to the Supreme
Court.
Duke says Thomas will be
watched by women's groups and
minorities, because it is not yet
known how he will rule toward
them from the bench.
The next session of the Supreme
Court may shed some light on
Thomas' s attitudes, Duke says, because cases involving abortion and
pornography may be heard by the
court. During his confirmation
hearings, Thomas would not reveal his positions on either issue.
In the past, severaljustices have
proven to be more moderate than
was expected during their confirmations. Duke feels this could
happen with Thomas, if he
downplayed any liberal leanings
during the confirmation process,
in order to appeal to conservatives.

Now that the hearings are over,
many people are debating their
worth. One positive effect, Duke
says, may be the heightened awareness of Americans about sexual
harassment. The public may have
gained a greater understanding of
the issue from the publicity and
news stories surrounding the hearings.

Questions still remain about
Clarence Thomas. How will he
rule on abortion? How will he rule
on women's rights? How will he
rule on minority issues? How will
women and minorities react to his
decisions?
In this case, time will be the
judge. Says Duke: "We'll have to
wait and see."

vestigating the charges when the
leak was made to the press. They
sought her out."
Duke noted that some good will
came out of the investigation. "I

don't think [sexual harassment] will
ever be kept under the table again.
This has been placed on the national agenda and will hopefully
point out the need for education as

to what sexual harassment really is.
More women will be forthright and
forthcoming in the future. They will.
not be as fearful and intimidated as
they have been."

Teny Manning/editor-in-chief
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Center to sponsor Inventor s
Exposition as part of trade fair
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
As part of the Clemson University Emerging Technology Center's
move toward promoting innovation
and creativity in technology, it will
be sponsoring the upcoming
Inventor's Expo. Held in Greenville as a part of the Carolina Trade
Fair, the event is geared toward
inventors of all ages and from all
fields of technology.
According to Susan Eller, administrative assistant at the center,

"They allot us a certain number of
booths at the trade fair, and anybody who's an inventor can rent a
booth and display their invention or
product. They have the opportunity
to display their items so that maybe
the other business people who are
interested can give them business
advice, or invest in it or help them
produce the invention.
"Last year, we had about eighteen booths used and this year we
already have about 23 people signed
up; we will probably get more
people, so we expect about 30."

The Emerging Technology Center (ETC) is also involved in the
formation of a Center for Applied
Technology, which will centralize
coordination of assistance to
inventor's, entrepreneurs and companies related to technology transfer/comercialization. The Center
will involve input from representatives of ETC, the Southeast Manufacturing Technology Center,
Enterprise Development, Inc., the
South Carolina Research Authority
and the Small Business Development Center.

McKenzie promoted, named public
safety director for University
from News Services

Chip East/ head photographer

Where it all started....
A fire Wednesday night in Nick's was probably
caused by electrical problems originating in this
circuit box, according to Clemson Fire Marshal John
McGarry.
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CLEMSON — Clemson University has named John W.
McKenzie of Pickens as chief of its
Division of Public Safety.
McKenzie, 40, succeeds Wayne W.
Wardlaw who retired in July.
The Public Safety Division encompasses both the university police and fire departments, as well as
emergency medical services, and
operates with an annual budget of
more than $2.6 million.
In announcing the decision to
promote McKenzie and dissolve an
advisory committee established to
help fill the position, Gen. Hugh
Clausen, vice president for administration, said, "John has been filling the position on an acting basis
since Chief Wardlaw's retirement,
and it was our feeling that we would
be hard-pressed to find a better candidate to handle the duties permanently. In the past six years, John

^^^ammsmamm^s^m

has helped improve security on campus and cement relationships with
local and state law enforcement
agencies. Based on his past performance and qualifications, we believe he will be an excellent director
of public safety for Clemson University."
The committee endorsed the
decision in a statement agreeing

that the university has an immediate need for a permanent director
and that "finding an individual more
knowledgeable and capable than
John McKenzie would be difficult.
The committee has full confidence
in Mr. McKenzie's abilities."
McKenzie entered law enforcement in 1973 as an officer of the
Clemson City Police Department.
McKenzie also worked for the
Pickens County Sheriff's Department and the Pickens County Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
before joining the university in
1985.
McKenzie is a member of the
South Carolina Law Enforcement
Officers Association, serving on its
scholarship committee, and the Fraternal Order of Police. He serves on
the university's Commission on
Classified Staff Affairs and honored as Administrative Division
exempt employee of the year in
1988 and again in 1990.
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Competency for foreign teaching
assistants is kept at 'acceptable' level
by Blair Stokes
staff writer
All too often, TAs are foreign
students who neither speak nor understand English very well. As the
dean of arts and sciences at one
university candidly noted, mathematicians to teach undergraduates are hard tofind "unless they 're
foreign students who can barely
speak English." A student survey at
Rutgers criticized 61 percent of foreign TAs for deficient English.
Prestige-crazed university administrators gladly pay $75,000 to senior professors who barely teach,
but they begrudge the money to
hire minimal competent Englishspeaking staff for lower-level
courses.
-Walter Mead's "The Great Tuition Scam: How Professors and
Administrators are Stealing College From Students"
Rolling Stone, October 1991

Tyrone Walker/ slaff photographer

There she is...
Miss Kappa 1991 was named last Friday night in
Tillman Hall Auditorium. The event was sponsored
by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity.
-

While other universities may be
having problems recruiting American math and science graduate students, two Clemson department
heads say the University has done a
good job keeping the levels of
American and non-Americans in
their departments acceptable.
Dr. Wilson Pearson, head of electrical and computer engineering
(ECE), and Dr. Richard Ringeisen,

head of mathematical sciences, say
Clemson has a good mix of American and non-American TAs and
teaching graduate students.
All foreign teaching faculty,
both say, must pass an English proficiency test before they are allowed
to teach.
"We screen all of our TAs for
language skills. The ones who don't
have adequate language skills grade
papers. They do something that
doesn't put them in direct verbal
communication with students,"
Pearson said. One-third of his
department's TAs and half of the
ECE teaching graduate students are
foreign, he says.
Ringeisen says out of the 7000
math students at Clemson, only
around 400 are being taught by nonAmerican graduate students. "The
large majority of teaching assistants in mathematics at Clemson
are American."
Pearson says many foreign students are TAs because American
students have been going straight
into the work force after receiving
undergraduate degrees and have not
been entering' graduate school.
"There is a very strong draw into
industry upon graduation for our
American-born students. Inadequate numbers of U.S. citizens are
proceeding onto graduate school to
be TAs while in graduate school
and then to proceed into Ph.D.s."
Last year, Ringeisen says, 53

percent of the new Ph.D.s in mathematics were given to foreigners.
"Basically, American youngsters
aren't going into mathematics."
The mathematical community is
concerned, he says, because most
foreign students return to their home
countries. "If we're giving our Ph.
D.s mostly to foreign students,
American mathematics could go the
way of the American automobile."
Fifteen years ago, Pearson says,
there was a great concern about the
numbers of foreign university faculty. But with the move toward
globalization, he says students can
benefit from being exposed to different cultures through foreign TAs..
"Cultural exposure is a part of our
educational obligation now that was
not as significant an issue 15 years
ago."
Ringeisen says that often at the
beginning of each semester, students come to him complaining they
are unable to understand their
teacher's accents, but he says with
a little effort, students can usually
adjust to the differences in pronunciations. "I think we all need to be
a little more understanding. Part of
college is really learning about other
cultures and other people."
"There is a good deal one can
leant with contact from people of
other cultures," Pearson said. "I
would say savor it rather than react
against it."

The Tiger will be back in two weeks!
The next staff meeting will be Sunday, Nov. 3, in the Y-Chapel

If You Want To Know What it's Like To Order From Our
Competition, Stare At This Empty Plate For 45 Minutes.

It

Don't wait on a slow delivery from those other guys, call Domino's Pizza®
For a hot, fresh pizza delivered in 30 minutes or less.

IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA®.
Call us! 654-3082
Hours HAM-2AMMon-Thurs llAM-3AMFri-Sat, 11AM4AM Sunday

"COUPON CRUSHER
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for late deliveries.
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Opinions
Editorial
Thomas confirmation
represents bad politics
The circus in the Capitol is now over and Clarence
Thomas has finally been confirmed to the Supreme
Court. It would be helpful now to look back and see
where the process has gone wrong and what it will
mean for American democracy.
What the entire situation boils down to are two
people who were played solely for political advantage
based on race. Clarence Thomas is a black man who
was chosen for this reason for the political advantage
of thePpresident. Based on his reputation and the fact
that he is a minority, his nomination was practically
assured. Enter Anita Hill, the only person who could
put a stop to
Clarence Thomas'
confirmation,
whose testimony to
the Senate JudiThe Clarence Thomas
ciary Committee
confirmation
hearings
was leaked to the
represent the worst of
press for the
American politics.
political advantage
of the liberals.
It is all a political game played between the Democratic Congress and the Republican President. It has
turned into a process that distorts the entire meaning of
the confirmation. Because of the politics involved,
confirmation is no longer an enlightening and liberating process. It is instead a series of stopgaps in which
those involved are played like a bunch of saps.
As a result, a witness was brought in to testify on a
subject that a vast majority of legislators could not
stand up to, including those on the Judiciary Committee. A witness who seemingly could remember minute
details of Clarence Thomas' conduct, but couldn't
remember where she lived at the time. And in the long
run, the end result was the same, Clarence Thomas is a
Justice on the Supreme Court, though not without
sustaining considerable damage to his reputation.
What we ended up showing the world is that behind
this red, white and blue flag that we cherish so greatly,
we're nothing but a bunch of bumbling bureaucrats.
That underneath it all, American politics can be nothing but a cheap political sham. It may be argued that
this is the price that we pay for freedom, but the price
is getting very high and is starting to reflect the worst
case scenarios that our political system can produce.

Our Position:

Let's talk about sex, baby
Sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex, sex.
All everyone is talking about
these days is sex. Whether it's the
validity of the arrests made at
Twelve Mile Park, the rights and
wrongs of even being homosexual,
or the accusations of harassment
levied against Clarence Thomas by
Anita Hill, sex is the topic du jour.
The fact that sex is the newest
topic is not in itself so surprising.
Every topic has its own few minutes on the public (or campus)
tongue. What is so suiprising is the
level of unease and immaturity at
which everyone seems to be operating. Rather than healthy, mature
discourse, all anyone can seem to
find original to say about these topics is the latestjoke they have heard.
A female colleague of mine said
she overheard a faculty member
buying a female peer a drink in the
Canteen say, "Hey, I don't mine
paying, just don't bring me up on
harassment charges ten years from

Football players should
be able to express dissent
Recent events regarding the Clemson football program raise a very serious question. Do football players
have the right to dissent and express their dissatisfaction with the team and the coaching staff?
When Ronald Williams expressed his dissatisfaction,
he was forced to apologize, presumably in lieu of his
being benched. Yet when Ken Hatfield was displeased
with the performance of center Chris Whitley, he didn't
waste any time taking his concerns to the media.
During Danny Ford's term as the Clemson coach, all
discipline was handled behind the scenes, and all
dissent was kept there also. This also seems to be the
policy of most football programs in the NCAA. Now it
seems that Clemson will "air it's dirty laundry" so to
speak for the media.
If it is to be the policy of Ken Hatfield to berate his
players in the public arena, how can the players be
expected to apologize for their own personal opinions?
Why should the players be treated like children and be
forced to hush up while the coaching staff brings all of
its criticisms to the press.
By bringing internal problems out into the open, Ken
Hatfield is just making a hard job harder. By censoring
the opinions of the players at the same time, he is
inciting conflict and making the job all but impossible.

mmmmm
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E. MANNING
editor-in-chief

TERRY

TERRY
MANNING
EDITORIN-CHIEF
no w." I would wager that every girl
on campus has had at least one guy
poke fun at her about sexual harassment. (For the few girls who haven' t
heard a guy say anything and think
they've proven me wrong, they can
eliminate themselves if one of their
girlfriends has made a joke. The
rest of you ladies can eliminate
yourselves if YOU have madejoke.
Sell-outs!)
Even the usually-ribald banter
in our own offices has sunk to the
level of sexual harassment threats.
"Hey, man, if you say 'butt' in front
of Amy, that's sexual harassment!"

I shudder to even think of all the
jokes being made at the expense of
the Twelve Mile suspects.
I guess what I'm trying to say is
that for a nation and culture that is
so proud of itself, we have yet to
learn how to deal appropriately with
the issues that are going to make a
difference in the next century, the
issues we're going to have to confront for the sakes of our and our
children's civilizations.
I don't know what the outcomes
of the cases against the man will be,
but I would think the ramifications
on them and their families are going to be serious enough that our
jokes show an extreme lack of consideration. I also don't know if Anita
Hill is the Rosa Parks of sexual
harassment, but I do know she deserves more than to be the butt of a
lot of dumb jokes.
You should never stop wondering: when might the next joke be
about me?
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Speaking Out

Letters
Readers respond
commentaries

to

Shannon Boyd/ staff photographer

QUESTION:

Who did you believe, Clarence Thomas or Anita Hill?

Dear editor,
I am frightened by the ignorance and lack of compassion
displayed by Clator Butler Jr. in his Oct. 11 commentary. It seems
that Mr. Butler's definition of gay bashers is limited to those
carrying baseball bats and shouting insults. Unfortunately he is at
least as guilty of gay bashing as anyone who would use physical
attack as a means of expression. Perhaps Mr. Butler is even more
guilty because his chosen form of expression is not inherently evil
and gives him more distance from those he is attacking. By using
words as his weapon, he has created, in the eyes of others who fear
homosexuality, a more respectable stance which they might safely
and quietly support.
Mr. Butler states that heterosexuals feel threatened by the
coming out of homosexuals. It is understandable to feel threatened
by an idea that goes against the basic teachings of the heterosexual
family unit. But fear of the unknown is something we must
overcome in every aspect of our lives. In the case of homosexuality, we must support our fellow human beings rather than attacking
something we do not understand. In reality, many homosexuals are
as bewildered as heterosexuals about homosexuality. After all they
too have had a heterosexual upbringing. And I have yet to meet
anyone who has been "happily" in the closet.
I will not comment on Mr. Butler's quotations from the Bible
except to say that, throughout history, many groups have been able
to translate the Bible to support any view they wish. Probably a
dozen Christians reading this letter could provide an equal number
of verses in support of homosexual love.
Homosexual love. Not homosexual sex. Contrary to Mr.
Butler's opinion, homosexuality is not a sexual perversion, nor is it
all about sex. It is about love between two human beings. How
can love in any form be evil.
This letter is addressed to every thinking, caring, loving
heterosexual on the Clemson campus. If we do not step forward in
support of our homosexual brothers and sisters, the fear and
ignorance surrounding this issue will never be overcome. Please
take a stand.
Tracy J. Gaskin
Dear editor,
1 would like to comment on two of the opinions offered by
members of the Clemson community in last week's edition of The
Tiger.
First, both Mr. Butler and Mr. Fenske found it necessary to state
that they weren't into "gay bashing," and then proceeded to identify
the ways in which they found homosexuality to be irreverent,
immoral, unhealthy and an illegitimate way of life. Isn't this like
saying I'm not into racism but I think all non-white people are
inferior and not quite human?
Second, Mr. Butler states that it is fine to accept homosexuals
while we're here in the safety of Clemson, but what if we met one
out there in the real world? Ooo, Gross! Mr. Butler, I do have a fiveyear-old daughter and, she goes to school. I would be just as
concerned to find that my daughter's teacher was a heterosexual as a
homosexual because I don't believe that the teacher's sexual
orientation has any place in the curriculum of kindergarten! In
addition, the stereotype that you offer of homosexuals making
advances on children is a stereotype not only of homosexuals but of
men in general. Our society questions the motives of men who take
an interest in young children. This is a prejudice that will be leveled
at you Mr. Butler.
Finally, both Mr.Butler and Mr.Fenske seem to argue for the
repression of people who are homosexual. They are offended by
homosexual people who declare their homosexuality. We live in a
society which is predominantly heterosexual. You and I and all the
other heterosexuals identify our sexual orientation in many ways, in
our everyday life. Because we are a part of the majority we rarely
notice these displays. Mr. Butler longs for the days when homosexuals were in the closet. He wishes that some people would deny
who they are and present a facade that doesn't offend his sensibilities. I'm sure that many Romans felt the same way after the
Christians started announcing their devotions to Christianity.
Lastly, I doa't think that these views are based in homophobia, I
think that they are based in ignorance.
Bryan McCormick
Dear editor,
After reading the police statements and the predictable
homophobic response to Dr. Cahn's article, I wish to comment on
the recent sodomy sting and the controversy surrounding it. First,
this so-called sting is nothing more than police harassment. No
matter what laws exist regarding homosexuality or the manner in
which an officer can operate undercover, the fact is the men arrested
were tricked by a police officer into considering the possibility of a
gay sexual encounter. No such encounters took place. Should we
accept that these men, gay or not, are not allowed to change their
minds? Who can say why these men even indulged in such conversation with the undercover agents? Everyone suffers temptations in
life and goes through periods of confusion and loneliness. Maybe
after weighing the pros and cons, some of these men might have
ultimately said no. A person cannot be guilty of something he did
not commit, yet these men have already been convicted by the local
media and public opinion, and now the courts have the power to
sentence them to 10 years in prison for NOTHING.

see LETTERS, page seven

I believe that Anita Hill is telling the
truth.

Anita Hill.

Jennifer Burl
senior

1 believe that they are both lying to
some extent.
Frances Dell Fairey
senior

Craig Powell
senior

Stereotypes plagued Thomas confirmation
by Tyrone Walker
staff writer
Long Dong Silver, large penis,
pubic hair, nigger, pervert and sex
crazed black man equals white
America's distrust of Clarence Thomas being a Supreme Court Judge.
This emotional mood has it's basis
in stereotypes of black men that
originate from the slave era.
In the words of Judge Clarence
Thomas "Its a high tech lynching
for uppity blacks."
Lynching is a strong negatively
charged word that conjures thoughts
of male Negroes being murdered
by white men when they stepped
out out of the limited bounds that
had been imposed by the white
society.
These same circumstances are
still prevalent in America and were
demonstrated in the senate hearing
with regard to Judge Thomas. The
only factor that has changed is that
the white women was interchanged
with black women. The factor that
has remained constant is white
America's acceptance of stereotypes of black man into their decision making.
Anita Hill's allegations of sexual
misconduct are rooted in stereotypes of black men. Hill's allegations are grossly inconsistence, and
were not given any weight until the
news leak on the part of those members of the Senate Judiciary Committee who oppose the Thomas
confirmation.
Aided by the power of television, the senate hearing, has enhanced negative feelings toward
black men thus toward Clarence
Thomas.
The great doubt raised by the
allegation suggest that the practice
of slavery inflicted a wound on white
America that has not healed and

will never heal.This wound, like
any other, when irritated conjures
negative attitudes and feelings.
In a Monday's issue of USA
Today 54% of the white persons
polled did not give Clarence Tho-

commentary
mas the benefit of the doubt. In
short, white America doubts a black
man who has successfully completed the confirmation process five
times. White America distrusts
Thomas because the sex slur allegations against him fit conviently
into its stereotypical image of the
black man. However, white
America will not admit that this
"big black buck" stereotype has al-'
lowed Anita Hill's allegation to influence their lack of trust of Clarence
Thomas.
Democrats on the Senate Judiciary Committee attempted to use
sexual slur allegations to block the
Thomas confirmation. The
Democrat's race base politics are
no different from the same race
politics the Republicans used to sink
Bush's presidential opponent. Bush
capitalized on the revolving door
commercial that depicted blacks and
Hispanics being released from
prison early, to raise the negative
emotions of the white voters.
Jessie Helms also used race to
awaken the white vote in his successful senate re-election campaign
against Harvey Gantt. He used a
commercial depicting a white man
frustrated from turned down for a
job because of a racial quota was
successful in raising negative emotions of white voters toward Gantt.
Democratic members transformed the hearing into a lynch
mob. The lynch mob was fueled on
white America's fear and aversion
toward black man that are based on

Viewpoints

stereotypes. The Democrats on the
committee did not have to nor
wanted to convince completely but
only plant a seed of possibility in
the minds of the white American
people that Thomas spoke the alleged sexual slurs. They wanted the
white American to consider the possibility that a sitting federal judge,
who has passed through the confirmation process on five different
occasions unscarred, uttered sexual
slurs to a female assistant more
than 10 years ago. The real and sad
result of this ugly plot is that it
succeeded.
The black man, not Clarence
Thomas, was on trial. The issue
was no longer whether Clarence
Thomas could have uttered the alleged negative sexual slurs, but
whether or not a black man could
have uttered the alleged sexual slurs.
America's negative image of the
black man gave the news leak concerning Hills allegation a fertile
medium on which to perpetuate.
Although Clarence Thomas said
that this incident is a smear that can
not be wiped off, I disagree with
him. Since he is a black man the
smear has been his entire life.
The smear because of his success has been consciously disregarded and only now with the
slightest doubt, does the smear gain
an opportunity to explode into a
matter that no longer could be disregarded.
An older black man recently
explained to me that "when a black
person goes to sleep at night he is
black and when he wakes up in the
morning is black...being black is
not his problem because he was
born black and will die black..the
fact that he is black is another
person's problem, and he should
never let someone convince him
that its his problem."
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Writer ignorant about homosexuality
sexuality is described as is "persistent
and marked stress about one's sexual
orientation," is to demonstrate a marked

by F.Y. Driver
Class of 1985,1987

In response to your homophobic but not "gay-bashing"! - columnist.
Per his implications that homosexuals sexually abuse children, I think that
the studies I referenced and many oth- ignorance of the realities of human naers (i.e., factual data) prove that the ture and intelligent society.
majority of child sex abuse offenders
The major distinction between the
are white heterosexual men who would four groups is, of course, consent. Hobe offended to be put in the same cat- mosexuals usually prefer consenting
egory with homosexuals (not unlike the partners of the same maturation level as
columnist himself). Maybe we should themselves, just like heterosexuals.
keep them away from children; unforPer his ideas on extending univertunately most of the time they are re- sity acknowledgement to homosexulated to the child and given responsibility als, the purpose of allowing groups/
and recognition by society to be with organizations on campus is to allow
that child.
people with similar interests to meet,
With regard to his suggestion that based on these interests.
homosexuals are in the same category
These groups are as specific as
with zoophiles (people who have sex people who like to play chess, people
with animals), necrophiles (people who who like to ski, people who hope to
have sex with dead bodies), and work in the same profession, people of
pedophiles (people who have sex with the same gender who like to play specichildren), Robert J. Campbell, in his fied sports, people of similar political
Psychiatric Dictionary writes that ho- views - the breakdown is infinite, as the
mosexuality is "preferential erotic at- writer suggests.
traction to members of the same sex,
Exclusive heterosexuals comprise
not considered pathological per se."
approximately 60 percent of the whole
The American Psychiatric human population, exclusive homoAssociation's Diagnostic and Statisti- sexuals approximately 10 percent. Hocal Manual recognizes zoophilia, mosexuals are a distinct subset of the
necrophilia and pedophilia as sexual whole population. Offering them the
dysfunction, and therefore aberrant be- opportunity to meet is no more unwarhavior. To lump homosexuality under ranted than allowing a religious group
the same as these three, when all homo- to meet. If one is sanctioned, all should

commentary

be, especially as this is a state-supported institution.
As for journalistic integrity, I realize that the notion is almost passe in this
age of "yellow," sensationalized journalism, but I was under the impression
that opinion columns should be based
on some factual information. Is that not
the difference between a newspaper
and a tabloid? As an alumna and a
taxpayer in this state, I am offended at
the state of the standards of The Tiger.
What happened to journalistic integrity? What happened to researching
an issue before committing ink to paper? Of course, then again, maybe The
Tiger has become a school-sponsored
organization wishing to demonstrate
that rational, researched, fact-based arguments are unnecessary in the academic process. If this is the case, though,
The Tiger no longer needs to be sanctioned, as it is no longer an organization
representing a minority.
If Clemson University is this desperate for columns and stories (and I
use that word quite literally, to denote
"a fictitious narrative shorter than a
novel" or a "falsehood") or legitimate
journalists, then maybe it is time we
save us all some money and cut the size
of the paper.
As recent national events have illustrated, we need not perpetuate ignorance on the small scale; our national
leaders can dot it quite well for us.
Not that I'm idiot-bashing.

October 18,1991

The Tiger Letter Policy
All letters to the editor must be no
longer than two pages, typed doublespace, and must include the author's
correct name and ID number, address,
and a phone number by which the
author's identity can be verified.
The Tiger welcomes letters to the editor. We do, however, reserve the right to
edit letters before they are published on
the editorial pages. We also reserve the
right to reject any letters that we find
inappropriate for publication.
Mail all letters to The Tiger c/o Editorial Editor, P.O. Box 2097, or bring
them by the offices at Suite 906 of the
University Union. Letters must be typed
and received no later than 1 p.m. on the
Wednesday prior to that Friday's issue.

Inepqiensive] %gmantic (Dining!
Relax and Enjoy Yourself At Our
Sports Lounge In Glass Enclosed Upper Deck!

PfiSTAHOUSE
Italian Cuisine, Steal^df Seafood
-,lj 412(6 CJemjfon Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa
:J %^" Anderson SC
^
--Monday-Saturday 4:00 pm until...Sundays 12:00 until 8:00
i*
Happy Hours Daily Begin at 4:00 pm

NOW OPEN FOR GOURMET X-PRESS LUNCH!
MON-SAT 11:30-2:30.
(owned by a CRAZY chef who LOVES Clemson Sports!)

Complete (Dinners Start at only $5.95

231-8811
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ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
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CLASS RING

JOIN THE TRADITION'
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE

Order Your Official
Clemson University Class Ring!
You can place your order for your official Clemson University
Class Ring at the Art and Engineering Counter in the Bookstore.
Orders can be placed every day during opening hours of the
Bookstore. A $22.00 deposit is required to place an order.
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There are times when being able to get the answer isn't
enough. Sometimes, like midterms, understanding the
question and recognizing the solution becomes more a
matter of speed. Working with Schaum's Outlines
prepares you for the rapid recognition of problems and
solutions. The more problems you solve and the more
ways you see how to solve the problem, the more
confidence and ability you will bring with you to
your exam.
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Letters,
from page five
The police respond by saying
they were just enforcing the laws
on the books. Laws are not always
right. There used to be laws
preventing Black Southerners from
voting. Indeed, the police could
have enforced this law in a more
compassionate way. Whenever
teenagers congregate or cruise
around to the point of annoying the
general public, the police break up
such rendezvous without arresting
or humiliating anyone. The police
are obviously enjoying the success
of such an easy mission. If they
want to impress the public by
enforcing all the laws on the books
about sex and sexual solicitation,
they better get an undercover team
into the bars of downtown

tion, manual stimulation and oral
sex ... Most people were very
precise in what they wanted to
The activities that have taken
do." Their pleas not to let their
place at the Twelve Mile Park were
wives/employers know of the
terrible enough. I could hardly
incident arouse pity and shame.
believe my eyes though when I
Apparently one of the individuals
read the "defense" of them given
arrested had a revolver. Another
by Ms. Cahn in the Oct. 4 edition
of The Tiger. 1 speak primarily as a one tested positive for the HIV
virus.
father and citizen. My children
Ms. Cahn's letter was directed
have spent a number of hours at the
inappropriately against those who
beach in question. Fortunately,
they did not encounter the individu- do not consider homosexuality an
acceptable lifestyle. This operaals involved.
tion was against activities that
You report on the first page of
most families find patently
The Tiger that, as the detectives
offensive in public. Those caught
waited, the men would soon
happened to be homosexuals! She
approach and engage them in
concludes her letter by saying that
conversation. "In most cases,
only after "we" [stand] up for the
within a short period of time the
sexual and human rights of all
topic of what they would like to do
[society's] "members" will we
sexually would be brought up. A
have
"restored decency."
few men even grabbed the groins of
If this be decency.
the agents. Desired acts included
Ed Arnold
anal sex, simultaneous masturbaDear editor,

Clemson fast.
Secondly, it is tiresome that
many Christians always feel
compelled to quote-whatever
Biblical phrases suit their purposes
regarding whatever issues.
Whenever sexual morality comes
up, they conveniently forget the
ones about "judging not lest ye be
judged" and "casting the first
stone." It is almost as if their own
lives are so perfect and sinless that
they can be permitted to be
presumptuous and intolerant.
According to Christianity, Jesus is
the only man to have lived and not
sinned. Where this particular case
is concerned, they should do well
to remember that even Jesus was
harassed by the authorities and
treated unfairly by the public. I
now know what they mean when
they say, "He died for our sins."
Scott Harris

Clemson Apparel Research

COLLEGE GRADUATES

500 Lebanon Road
Pendleton, SC 29670
646-8454

Put your education to work-become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90V
at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate-level American Bar
Association-approved program in the Southeast.
. Hmplovment assistance-over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates.
. T, month day program with housing available.
. S month evening program.
. Diversified Curriculum-specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate & Probate; all
courses include "Computers in the Law."

OPEN HOUSE
October 25, 1991
8:00 am to 4:30 pm

Meet with our representative
Thursday, October 31, 8:15 - 4:00

Demonstrations of all our state-of-the-art
equipment will be given all day. There will also
be a "Research Fair", with displays of all
research projects currently being conducted at
Clemson Apparel Research. Come see the results
of $3 million of funding!

Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Road • Atlanta, GA 30326

_(80(» 275-7842_«J404)_266-1060
Please send me information about becoming a Lawyer's Assistant.
Name

.

-

-

Address

;
State

City
College
Phone(day)(

-Zip
Yr. Grad

-

_ (eve) (
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THIRD ANNUAL
"BLACK WOMEN'S EMPHASIS WEEK"
OCTOBER 28 - NOVEMBER 3,1991

Clemson University

Monday, October 28

CHINESE RESTAURANT

LUNCH
CO

MONDAY - SATURDAY
11:30 am-2:00 pm

o>
>

x
Golden
Dragon

Ole
Norm's

Thunderbird
Inn

Tuesday, October 29

DINNER
Wednesday, October 30

SUNDAY -THURDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
5:00 pm -10:00 pm

Thursday, October 31

at Hwy 93
Next to
Thunderbird Inn

654-1551
Sunday, November 3
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Dating Game Hosted By Smooth
Talker Wayne Walker
Earle Hall Auditorium 7:00-9:00
Free Admission
Hair and Fashion show By Le Salon
Tillman Hall 7:00 - 9:00 pm
Free Admission
Phyllis Wheatley Repertoire Theatre
Tillman Auditorium 7:30-8:30 pm
Free Admission
Luncheon
Lila Holmes Ballroom, Noon
Guest Speaker, Mrs. Gizele Anthony
For Female Students, Faculty
And Staff Only
Must RSVP By Oct. 28 By Calling
656-0500/Limited Seating
Free Admission

Bi-Lo

to Cental

Got a
problem?
Write a
letter to the
editor.
Due by 1
p.m.
Wednesday

1

Service At Abel Baptist Church
Beginning at 11:15 to 1:15
Special Features Will Be A
Guest Speaker, Clemson
University Gospel Choir And
Abel Gospel Choir
If Transportation Is Needed,
Call 656-0500 Before Wed.
October 30
Lunch Will Be Served After
Service At The Church
The Theme Is

"The Beautiful And Intelligent
African American Woman"

Bw 0ne> Sand^iok

Please Make Plans To Attend These Events

fat TU NntFor ttatft Price,
I

Must Present Coupon

"

Events Sponsored By The Office Of Student Development And The Minority Ombudsman
I
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HOURS,
from page one
subscription."
Charles Allen, a senior in Mechanical Engineering.said, "I think
the library closes too early for anyone to get any serious studying
done... the reason for not many people
in the library when it closes is because they know it closes too soon,"
"The simple answer is budgets,"
claimed Joseph Boykin, Director of
Cooper Library.
The library was asked to reduce
its budget by $91,000 while at the
same time the library was able to
discern that the book budget, 75%80% of which is spent on journals,
was to sustain an increase cost of
$ 140,000 without any new money to
pay for it.
He pointed out that the library's
projected increase in revenue will
offset a portion of $ 140,000 deficit.
Another portion was reduced in subscriptions.
The library informed the faculty
in the fall, spring and summer of last
year of the situation and with their
help, they identified titles of subscription to be cut. As a result
$ 115,000 worth of subscriptions were
cut. They are also compensating some
of the increase with private monies
so they will not have to reduce the
amount spent for books.
To absorb a portion the $92,000
budget cut, the library cut travel and
supplies which still left a lot of expenses that needed to be cut. According to Boykin, the next logical place
was temporary employees which includes student assistance and security guards.
On top of that, the library also was
experiencing problems with a of lack
of students to reshel ve material, therefore they had to prioritize the allocations of their student resources.
Boykin explained,"We much
rather for students to be able to come"
here and find materials from 7:45 to
12 then to stay from 7:45 to 1 and not
be able to find it," therefore we are
going to direct our resources toward
making material available.,.we don't
have the money to keep the longer
hours and make sure the resources
available."
"The library hours suck, I don't
understand why they had to cut back,"
expressed Tiffany Tew, a sophomore
in Accounting.
Boykin claimed that it costs the
library $20 per hour to remain open
therefore they reduced the library 12
hours per week. He added that if they
restored these 12 hours it will cost
$240 per week which translates into
$12,000 per year.
He said that the library spends
$157,000 per year for temporary
employees which includes student
assistance and security. Although
$12,000 is less than 10 percent of
$157,000, he explained, "Its like I
told my wife when she found a great
deal on a coat for $300 instead, of
$800...if you don't have $300 its not
a bargain." This situation with the
library is similar, if we don't have
$12,000 its a lot of money."
Many students disgree with the
library's reasoning to close early,
pointing out studying as the main
factor that should be considered for
keeping the libary open later.
"I like them better last year, because 1 get most of my studying done
at night," said Garret Barnola, a junior in Language and International
Trade.
Melissa Mitchell, a senior in Marketing, added,"A lot of students tend
to study later at night, and since the
library closes so early, students are
forced to study in their rooms and
other places that are not comfortable."
Boykin feels that material being
available will benefit more people
than having the library open an additional hour per night. He said that
data from last year, which shows a
significant drop off in checkouts after 12 a.m., played an important role
in the decision to reduce the library
hours.
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Drinkout shows alcohol University receives NSF ^
grant to develop computer
not important for fun
science curriculum

students T. Barber Mackey, Brian
Heirtaugh and Dan Plowden,
played a mix of original songs and
I f you walked downtown last covers of songs by REM and
Sunday afternoon and saw Tiger Crosby, Stills, and Nash,
Students gave various reasons
Town Tavern open, complete with
customers, bartenders and a band, for attending. Senior Dave Poli
don't call the ABC just yet. Tiger came for "clean fun," while freshTown was the site of the "Clem- man Robert Young said, "it
son University Drinkout," spon- sounded interesting." Senior
sored by University Housing's Aimee Arthur came for an altogether different reasons. "I dig
Programming Office.
The "Drinkout" was sponsored the band," said Arthur, "I haven't
by Housing in honor of Alcohol missed a Highway 5 show since
Awareness Week. Jim Flanagan, early 1991."
No matter what reasons they
one of Housing's two programming assistants, was responsible gave for coming, many said they
for planning the eyent "We de- were glad to attend a non-alcocided to do this to promote non- holic event. According to Young,
alcoholic drinking," said having non-alcoholic events is
good for students. "It decreases
Flanagan.
The "Drinkout" was paid for peer pressure," he said, "because
with funds from West Campus people who don't drink can have
Residence Hall Councils and the something to do away from drinkProgramming Office. Popcorn, ers."
Johnstone Area Coordinator
pizza, chips, soft drinks and
Sharp's non-alcoholic beer were Scott Nelson summed up the rationale behind the event. "It is
served free to all comers.
Acoustic guitar trio Highway 5 important to show students and
entertained the approximately 200 staff that alcohol is not necessary
students who attended. The band, to have fun," Nelson said." I think
which features former Clemson we proved our point.' •
by Sean Cook
staff write

:

v

from News Services
CLEMSON — The National
Science Foundation has selected
Clemson University to develop a
better model for teaching introductory computer science to undergraduate students.
Clemson's department of computer science is coordinating the
project and will receive $290,000
in NSF grants to support the work.
Clemson will provide a sciences
perspective on the subject. Other
participants are Bowdoin College
in Maine, providing a liberal arts
perspective, and the University of
Connecticut, which will give an
engineering perspective. Typical
computer science programs begin
with the ABCs of programming.
Experts now believe a broader picture is important to capture a
student's interest.
"Computer science isn't just programming," says Joe Turner, head

of the computer science department
and director for the project. "It alsi
includes components such as artificial intelligence, robotics, commu
nications, networking and making
computers user-friendly. We want
to show students what is possible
with this discipline. Then, they'll
be better motivated to learn the details."
Nationally, the number of students majoring in computer science
has dropped in recent years, and
educators want to reverse that trend,
Turner says.
Under the new model, lectures
on broad concepts will be complemented with hands-on laboratory
activities, where students begin to
use the concepts they've learned in
class.
Turner and his colleagues also'
will develop materials for the new
curriculum and will make the results available to other computer
science programs nationwide.

Write for The Tiger.
Call 656-2150.
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Don't let this happen to you. Sign up now for
an interview with the National Security Agency. We're
looking for Spring '91 and Fall '91 graduates
interested in full-time employment. It could be the
opportunity you've been looking for.
NSA is the Department of Defense agency
charged with foreign Signals Intelligence, domestic
Information Security, and overall Operations Security

for the U.S. Government.
It's an important, exciting mission that lends
itself to some unique job opportunities
So don't miss out on
National
what could be the chance
Security
of a lifetime. Meet with
Agency
NSA. We're coming to
The
Opportunities
of a Lifetime
campus.

NSA INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The National Security Agency will be on campus November 11th & 12th Interviewing seniors
majoring in electrical engineering, computer science and mathematics. Co-op positions are
also available.
An equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship required for applicant and immediate family members.
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Nine arrested South Carolina to benefit from study
The
Homecoming of acid rain effects on waterways
engineering. "It'snot as much as in Secondly, he will compare state
position of
from News Services
weekend
New England, but it's a fair data with models created in larger
CLEMSON — Clemson University environmental researchers
are working to determine the potential future effects of acid rain on
South Carolina waterways.
Field tests in the early 1980s
confirmed the presence of acid rain
in the state's waters, says environmental chemist Alan Elzerman, a
professor of environmental systems

by Anne McKenzie
staff writer
Homecoming weekend was
the setting for nine alcohol-related arrests. All the arrests
were made game day near or in
the stadium.
Charges filed against suspects
•ranged from possession of an
open container to minor in possession of alcohol. University
police records reflect that some
arrests were made when officers
sighted individuals attempting
to enter the stadium while concealing liquor on their persons.
Officers say that this particular
infraction of liquor laws is a predictable one that must be dealt
with at each home game.

amount," he said.
Elzerman recently received
$17,265 in additional funding from
the South Carolina Water Resources
Research Institute for the second of
a two-year study to learn more about
the situation.
First, he is pulling together into
one place all available information
on acid rain in the state and region.

national studies on the interaction
between acid rain and watersheds.
If those models can be confirmed
as accurate for South Carolina,
Elzerman said he will be able to
make projections about future effects of acid rain in the state.
"The idea is to use results already obtained on a national level
to benefit South Carolina," he said.

news
editor is
still open.
Applications
are
available
from
The Tiger
offices at
room 906
in the
University
Union.

police beat
Also attributed to Homecoming weekend festivities were several automobile accidents.
There were a total of four
such accidents occurring on University grounds beginning on
Friday and continuing through
the weekend. All of the reported
accidents involved two cars. The
accident reports show that in two
cases, one of the cars involved
was parked illegally. Police officers say that many times illegally parked vehicles obstruct the
flow of traffic, forcing motorists
to pull into the oncoming lane
causing sometimes serious but
usually preventable accidents.
University police received four
reports of vandalism to automobiles during the past week. At
this time no arrests have been
made.

Need a ride?
Kelly Lyons and David Brauns are shown outside the University Union at the
Alcohol Awareness Week display sponsored by Greeks Advocating Mature
Management of Alcohol.
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Resumes
Cover Letters
Term Papers
Fax Service

TYPERIGHT
Typing Service
Convenient/Fast Service
Rubin Square 653-7901

FUND-RAISING

% finer
NEEDS
PHOTOGRAPHERS. IF
YOU KNOW HOW TO
USE A CAMERA...CALL
CHIP AT 656-4007
AND

RENT
BUY
'RENTTO-OWN

ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME

BEDS, DRESSERS,
SOFA'S, CHAIRS
DORM FRIDGE'S
TV'S,VCR'S

MANAGEMENT COUNSEL, INC.

3921 CLEMSON BLVD.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29621
(803)231-7104

ATTENTION STUDENTS!!
• Are you seeking part-time employment to supplement your income?
Fund Raising and Management Counsel, Inc. is currently hiring mature
reliable and articulate college students for part-time calling positions. The
pay rate is $5.25 per hour.
• Do you want a job that accommodates the hours of a full-time
college student?
Calling sessions are Monday through Thursday from 6-10 p.m. Weekend
sessions are Saturdays from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. and Sundays from 5-9 p.m.
Callers are required to work at least three ^sions per week.
• Would you like to know more?
If you need more information, please call 231-7104 Monday through
Thursday from 10 .m. - 5 p.m. We look forward to hearing from you!

WASHERS, DRYERS
COMPUTER'S
CAMCORDER'S
STEREO'S
& MUCH MORE
No
Deposit

653-3100
^JUW'-UILUJJJPSg

Same
Day
Delivery
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Texas gunman kills 22 in worst murder spree ever
By Lianne Hart and Tracy
Wood
(c) 1991, Los Angeles Times
KILLEEN, Texas - In the deadliest shooting spree in U.S. history,
a man crashed his pickup truck into
a cafeteria crowded with lunchtime
patrons here Wednesday afternoon
and began firing rapidly and indiscriminately with a semiautomatic
pistol, killing 22 people.
The gunman later was found
dead of a gunshot wound in a restaurant restroom, police said.
The massacre resulted in injuries to 20 others, many of them
listed in'Very critical condition."
The death toll passed by one the
number killed by an out-of-work
security guard in a McDonald's restaurant in San Ysidro, Calif., seven
years ago.
The assailant, a curly-haired
man who was wearing dark sunglasses, was identified by authorities as George Jo Hennard, 35, of
nearby Belton, Texas. It was not
immediately clear whether he was
shot by police or if he killed himself

or if he was wounded and then
committed suicide.
John Man', an assistant manager,
told The Los Angeles Times that he
was advised by a Texas state trooper
that police shot the gunman in the
stomach and that he then turned his
own gun on himself.
Officials said Hennard was
armed with a 0.9-millimeter Clock
17, described as a lightweight, Austrian-made handgun now in use by
many federal, state andlocal law
enforcement agencies. Marr said a
second weapon, described as an
empty Luger with the clip out and
the firing chamber pulled back, was
found on a tray on the serving line.
Some witnesses said Hennard
fired up to 100 rounds inside the
cafeteria, and Killeen Police Chief
F.L. Giacomozzi said that "he
wasn't out of bullets when the officers got there."
Officials said the gunman
smashed his blue truck through
theeight-foot-high, plate-glass front
window of Luby's cafeteria, a redbrick,low-slung building just'off
the highway through this Central

Texas town. At the time, the restaurant was unusually crowded with
about 150 patrons and employees
Sheldon Smith, a cafeteria porter, said the man yelled: "This is
what Bell County has done to me!"
Another witness heard him swear:
"I hope all this is worth it, Texas!"
Vicki Large, a 19-year-old pregnant employee, said that "he was
mad," but Giacomozzi, pressed to
explain the man's motive, said she
knew of "none,whatsoever."
"As fast as he could pull the
trigger, he was shooting people,"
one witness said. "He was just shooting randomly."
He next headed toward the
counter line, and for the next 10
minutes, wknesses said, the gunman would stop firing only long
enough to reload. "Hehad tons of
ammo," Sam Wink, another customer, told Cable News Network.
Large, who is expecting her first
child in April, saw the truck crash
through the window from her vantage point behind the counter.
She said the man started shooting in the air while he was still in the

driver's seat of the truck. "I was
directly looking at the man," she
said.'There he was, just shooting
everywhere."
Marr, in a telephone interview
with The Times, said that his boss,
associate
manager
Mark
Copenhofer, told him that during
the shooting, the gunman approached victims and asked "Is it
worth it?" or "Was it worth it?"
Then he shot them.
Marr said Copenhofer also told
him that the gunman told a woman
with achild, "You have a child!
Run!" The woman ran out with her
child, and the gunman then shot the
woman next to her, Marr said
Copenhofer told him.
Had anyone seen the gunman
before? "The police officers were
wondering the same thing," Mansaid. "To our knowledge, neither
myself, Mr. Copenhofer nor Mr.
(Robert) Butler, the store manager,
had seen him before."
Among those trapped inside the
cafeteria, some desperately huddled
under the furniture, hoping to escape the barrage. "I feel sorry for

the people who fell on the floor and
tried to hide under tables," said
David Alejandro, 22. "I think they
were the ones who got it."
The owners of the Leon Heights
market, about a half block from
Hennard'shome in Belton, de-<
scribed him as a "mean-spirited
loner." A neighbor near the Hennard
home, a large ante-Bellum style
mansion, said he had frightened her
and her daughters for the past five
months with bizarre behavior that
included a rambling letter, phone
calls and running in front of their
cars.
"We just lived in fear of the
man," said Jane Bugg, 46, a medical secretary.
After the carnage ended, the
wounded and shocked survivors sat
comforting each other and shaking
on the pavement outside.
Authorities began removing the
bodies about 9 p.m. About 20 plainclothed officers formed a human
corridor as the bodies were placed
inside a group of white hearses.
Flags around town were lowered to
half-staff.
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Traditional Men's Clothing

Wondering What We Carry?

Riders Regular Fit

Easy Rider / Junior

5 POCKET CLASSICS
The classic five-pocket jean with its classic ail-American fit
gives you the comfort and quality you've come to expect from
Lee. Available in a variety of finishes.
MENS OR WOMENS
SALE
STORM RIDER-EASY RIDER
^„ nmm
™th ,
RELAXED RIDERS
$19.95
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And Much More!!
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GREAT OUTDOORS
3440 Clemson Blvd. 226-5283

Anderson

(803) 654-4484
Hours 10-6 Mon.-Sat.

yn.M.sffcMtk LTI

380 College Ave.
Downtown Clemson
Next to Lynch's Drug

Mistress
of the Dark
Contest

Brewing up
Malibu Pumpkin
Punch

We Have AH Of Your

Halloween
Supplies!

Costumes
• Party Supplies •
• Novelties •
• Coolers •

654-9187 (Between Hardees & Just BBQ) Highway 93
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Returning Wed. Nov. 6 Uncle Mingo
Reggae - Funk - Rock

654-3236
private club for members & guests
18 and older
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Homecoming queen announced at Tigerama
Mechel Busby has
message for fellow
classmates
by Kristie Gantt
staff writer
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Friday, Oct. 11, during the Tigerama festivities, Stephanie Bowie, 1990 Homecoming Queen, relinquished her title to Mechel
Busby.
Immediatiely following her crowning, all
the stunned girl could utter was "I'm overwhelmed, I'm in shock."
Busby, a 21-year-old from Estill, was a
little sad that her family could not attend. She
is the middle child of five. Her godmother did
get to come and was very excited that she
won.
She said in a later interview, "The stadium
was full of people; it was so frightening. I was
just hoping I would place. They called the
runners-upandIsaid'Oh,Mechel...you didn't
even place!'"
Place she did.
Busby, a senior in Computer Engineering,
is not just a pretty face. She is Treasurer of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, a member of
Golden Key National Honor Society, Institution of Electronics and Electrical Engineers,
and Alpha Lambda Alpha Freshman Honor
Society.
She is also a recipient of the Palmetto
Fellow Scholarship worth $20,000.
She has been a Dean's List student and
was voted Black Student of Promise by the

minority students.
As if she is not already busy enough, new
responsibilites come along with her tiera.
She will represent the University on various
functions throughout herreign. Soon she will
be distributing Christmas gifts for Helping
Hands.
Busby also plans to talk to area high
school students about teenage pregnancy. A
mother of a 5-year old herself, Busby wants
to give them a message: "It only takes one
time and it was the first time for me." She
wants to advise against abortion, although

hit the ceiling and can climb no further on the
corporate ladder. "I will hit it everyday. I
have to prove myself... I am acquiring the
ability to crack the ceiling every day." She
also discussed the importance of education.
"I think President Bush puts too much concentration on foreign policy instead of focusing on the homefront."
Monday night the beauty pageant was
held in Tillman Auditorium. Here they were
judged on appearance and poise in formal
and casual wear and could receive up to
twenty points.

"I was exceedingly surprised that the students didn't protest."
Mechel Busby
on the USC decision to eliminate the homecoming queen
ultimately she feels the choice is at the discretion of the individual and wants to encourage
practicing safe sex. "We place limitations on
abilities. We do have barriers and obstacles,
but they are there to slow you not to stop you.
If a child does come along he or she will serve
as an inspiration," she said.
Originally there were 34 contestants in the
homecoming pageant. Each candidate could
receive a maximum of thirty points. On Sunday, interviews were held at Clemson House
with four judges. The questions were selected from four categories: current, personal, campus and women. The girls could
receive a maximum of ten points in this
round. Busby talked about the glass ceiling
and how women, especially black women,

After the results were tallied, the top ten
were selected. By a campus wide election,
Kelly Cochran received third runner-up, Paige
Owen, second runner-up, and Angela
Dawkins, first runner-up.
When queried as to her standpoint on the
USC decision to eliminate the homecoming
queen, which eliminated the title due to the
fact that many believe that the only girls that
win are black, Busby says, "I was exceedingly surprised that the students didn't protest."
Busby firmly believes that she did not win
because she of her race claiming, "I am only
the second black queen Clemson University
has had; in Computer Engineering, nine times
out of ten I am the only girl in the class, and

Homecoming queen Mechel Busby
nine and a half times out often, I am the only
black. Most of the people I see are in my
classes." Busby said she has a lot of friends in
all races. "Besides," she added, "if every
student voted, and only blacks voted for me
(with a ratio of 16-1) I couldn't win."
In ten years Busby would like to be in a
telecommunications management, position.
She plans to go to graduate school after
graduation in December '92.
When asked what she does in her free

see Queen, page 15

Campus Entertainer 'Current Events' explores
of the Year comes to challenges of modern life
Clemson University
by Tommy Jenkins
staff writer

by Amy Henderson
Time-out editor
"She stole the night
from a legend," wrote
The Washington Post
about lane Powell when
she appeared on the same
bill with Ray Charles.
Sponsored by the Cultural Arts Committee, the
Third World Student Programming Alliance of
the University Union and
the Alumni Association,
Powell is scheduled to
perform in Clemson
University's Tillman
Jane Powell
Auditorium on Oct. 24,
played all across the nation at
at 8 p.m.
Powell won this year's Cam- colleges in Florida, Rhode Ispus Entertainment Award in the land, Wisconsin and North and
Jazz category and was chosen as South Carolina. Powell also sang
Campus Entertainer of the Year. two songs in the film Marie,
She was also nominated in the which starred Cissy Spacek.
She has been praised, not only
Contemporary Music and Performing Arts Music categories. for her musical abilities, but also
She has mastered practically ev- for her relationships with her
ery musical genre and her voice audiences. After Powell's aphas been described as "reminis- pearance at Appalachian State
cent of both Ella Fitzgerald and University, Mark Latendress of
The Appalachian wrote, "Ms.
Mahalia Jackson."
Powell sings a little jazz, a Powell initiated a rapport with
little rhythm and blues, a little the audience that even a wellsoul. In her performances, she trained comedian would be hard
sirtgs everything from soul to pressed to equal."
The performance promises
country and western.
Powell and her band have to be a huge success.

On Oct. 30, Ralph Arlyck will
present his award winning film
"Current Events" at the Y-theater.
Arlyck's visit is part of the
Southern Circuit film tour which
consists of six filmmakers visiting eight cities throughout the
southeast. The tour is sponsored
by the South Carolina Arts Commission along with support from
the National Endowment for the
Arts.
"Current Events" is a film that
takes a personal look at individuals daily lives in connection with
the media. Arlyck attempts to
bridge the gap between understanding the information people
are presented with and action individuals should take. The film

tries to explore what it means to be include, a nun who sees 300 paa "mensch," a caring person, in tients a day in Senegal, a couple in
Colorado who handle the Amnesty
today's society.
The film opens by plunging International hotline and a man in
headlong into the question, "does New York who teaches swimming
the news media breed confusion to retarded adults. Arlyck even has
rather than educating viewers?" a scene with his own family.
The film depicts the incomplete- Through these various portrayals
ness of TV news by showing scenes of average caring persons, the film
from Senegal and Nicaragua. By shows how people try to overcome
contrast, a scene where students on the separation between understanda Children of War tour lecture a ing and action.
Arlyck has been a filmmaker for
high school social studies class,
begins the films look into how indi- twenty years. His impressive reviduals relate to suffering and hard- sume includes the 1981 short film,
ships, and how individuals can be "An Acquired Taste," which premiered at the New York Film Feseducated effectively.
Rather than use informed or in- tival, and "Godzilla Meets Mona
tellectual opinions, the film attempts Lisa," which takes a comical look
to portray people who live their at who art is intended for.
Arlyck's film "Current Events"
beliefs. Arlyck does this by showing scenes of people trying to help will be shown at 8 p.m. on Oct. 30,
better their society. Such scenes and is free admission.

Alumni sponsor Women's Council
by Beth Arthurs
staff writer
K,i Unit, A rthurc

In April 1990, a group of Clemson alumnae got together to form
an organization dedicated to promoting women's involvement with
Clemson University. The result was
the Women's Council of Clemson
University.
Sponsored by the Clemson
Alumni Association, the Women's
Council is open to all alumnae, students, faculty, staff and friends of
Clemson. Led by an Advisory Board
of 33 women, the Council provides

quality programs and educational
seminars for Clemson women. The
Council also assists with academic
recruiting and provides opportunities for students to communicate
with alumnae.
The Women's Council sponsors
travel programs designed especially
for women, along with annual professional and personal development
seminars.
The Advisory Board is currently
planning a leadership seminar for
students to be held either Feb. 19 or
26. Topics will include developing

self-esteem and advancing career
interests. Plans for a faculty and
staff seminar this spring are also
underway.
"This is not a raging feminist
movement," said Cindy Howard ot
the Alumni Association. The main
purpose is to provide an opportunity for both current students, faculty, and staff, as well as alumnae,
to help chart the future of women's
programs at Clemson, Howard said.
For more information contact
Cindy Howard at the Alumni Center at 656-2345.
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'Garage band mentality/ White Trash
attempts to get by on attitude alone

Lippy explores
religion in U. S.

by Richard Challen
staff writer

When most people think of religion,
denominations; traditions; doctrines; and
organizations come to mind. Dr. Charles
Lippy, professor of religion, has different ideas. Lippy, during his recent sabbatical, explored the history and role of
religion in America, particularly popular
religion.

Jumping on the classic-rock bandwagon
is nothing new these days, so it should come
as no surprise that White Trash's debut album on Elektra Records (simply called White
Trash) is chock-full of references to
Aerosmith and the Rolling Stones.
However, this band out of Queens, N.Y.,
also delves a little deeper into musical history, working some Motown soul and James

by Suzanne Hawkins
staff writer
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music review
Brown-style funk into its greasy mix.
As the name implies, White Trash plays
loose, grungy rock, with a good sense of
humor and a raucousness carried by lead
singer Dave Alvin, who sounds more like
Janis Joplin than any other male in recent
memory. It helps that he has capable backing
from Ethan Collins, a guitarist with a weakness for blues solos and dirty wah-wah
rhythms, and his brother Aaron, an excellent
bassist who can move from Sixties R&B to
Nineties pop-and-slap without missing a beat.
Throw in the Badass Brass, a swinging threepiece horn section, and you have the makings

White Trash
of a groove that could probably keep going
for the rest of this year.
If only they had written some decent material ! Not to say that White Trash can't find
a good hook every now and then (the single
"Apple Pie" is almost worth the whole album), but the majority of these thirteen tracks
are fairly interchangeable.
A few do manage to stand out: the backporch boogie "Backstage Pass," the girl-introuble tale "Li'l Nancy," and "The Crawl,"
which could pass for disco in a weak mo-

ment. And the band can be quite funny
sometimes ("Take My Soul"), although they
often wind up crossing the line into stupidity ("Buzz!").
But ultimately, the failure of White Trash
comes down to a lack of original ideas and
the classic case of trying to get by on attitude alone. It should be interesting to see
what this group's "garage band" mentality
can do with some stronger material. For
now, White Trash is probably doomed to
the recycling bins.

Prong proves to be only thrash music

Prong
by Richard Challen
staff writer
Since breaking out of the New York
hardcore scene in early 1990 with their pounding Epic Records debut, Beg To Differ, Prong
has been faced with the unattractive position
of being compared to that "other" thrash
band, Metallica. Unfortunately, those comparisons will probably continue, since the
power trio has failed to, carve out their own
identity with the folio w-up, Prove You Wrong.
From titles to song selections, the similarities between the two albums are many and
various, but little fresh ground is broken. It
may be a telling sign that original member
Mark Kirkland has been replaced by Tony
Gregory on bass and vocals, but one would be
hard-pressed to notice the difference before

reading the liner notes.
Like many speed metal bands before and
since, this N.Y. trio plays music that is hard
and fast, with intricate time changes and
disturbing chord sequences, held together by
lyrics that forsake melody for society denouncement. Being one of the better groups
in their genre, Prong boasts heavier guitars,

music review
cooler sequences, and enough sheer battering-ram power to beat most of the opposition
senseless.
What they don't possess is that special
quality that would make them unique, like
Megadeth's political sensibilities, Anthrax's
humor, or Voivod's futuristic vision. Only in
brief moments does Prong show the promise

of revolutionary, division-crossing music;
the title track begins with a lick reminiscent
of the "Traveling Riverside Blues"-era Jimmy
Page that becomes a slamming indictment of
industry naysayers, while a cover of "Get A
Grip(On Yourself)" displays an untapped
talent for combining speed metal with poprock.
The rest of Prove You Wrong is typical
thrash—some good songs ("Unconditional"
and "Torn Between") and some obvious filler
("Positively Blind" and "Brainwave"), great
for relieving tension or assaulting the senses,
but limited to a small audience and lacking
the cross-over appeal of truly original speed
metal. Eventually the comparisons will cease,
but listening to the current version of Prong
only makes one appreciate that "other" thrash
band even more.

I ficke

Dr. Charles Lippy
In the research for his book on the
subject, he found a "broader dynamic"
which makes up the religion of most
Americans. Most of us have a mixture of

professor profile
beliefs which make up our moral code,
not all of which are necessarily what one
would call religious. An example from
our history is the fact that the most popular books among Puritans, who are generally thought of as strict and pious, were
almanacs.
The Puritans seem to have enjoyed
reading their horoscopes as well as their
Bibles. These conflicting beliefs within
people who consider themselves "religious" illustrate Lippy's idea of popular
religion.
Lippy did his research at Emory University in'Atlanta, where he also taught
one course per semester during'his sabbatical. During thefall semester, he taught'
an undergraduate course similar to one
he teaches here on religion in the U.S.
Also, in the spring he taught a doctoral
seminar on American popular religion^
While at Emory, Lippy met with
former President Jimmy Carter to obtain
another perspective on religion in
America. He also finished his book on
Christianity in America,1492-4776.
Lippy has recently become involved
with the South Carolina Humanities
Council and their project for this year,
Religion in America—a South Carolina
perspective. The project will include a
book on religion in South Carolina, the
first full-length book written on the subject. A statewide conference will be held
in Columbia in April of next year.
Lippy found his sabbatical to be valuable as a time of intense concentration on
his subject. He feels that professors of the
humanities at universities such as Clemson, where the library strength is in technical areas, should periodically immerse
themselves in a humanities environment
in order to regain the proper perspective.
Lippy, the author of nine books on the
subject of religion, is in his sixteenth year
at Clemson^j
.

Public Enemy stresses black accountability in latest release
by Terry Manning
editor-in-chief
Rap has gone through several stages already where one act has set the tone for the
medium.
In the early 1980s, it was the Sugar Hill
Gang's fat-bottomed bass lines that maintained rap's ties to funk and r&b. After that,
Kurtis Blow's "Christmas Rappin'" and
Afrika Bambatta's "Planet Rock" showed
people that raps could evolve around
storylines and beats, respectively. RunD.M.C.'s "Rock Box" and "King of Rock"
reminded folks that rap had begun at parties
as rhyme duels put over beats and rhythms
borrowed from rock stars like Billy Squier
and Van Halen.
Then L.L. Cool J came in. Instead of

producing L.L.'s debut album, Radio, Rick
Rubin, a seminal figure in the success of rap,
"reduced" the album.
The sound environment was sparse, but
moving. L.L. also introduced the world to the
first rap ballads. GrandMaster Flash and the
Furious Five brought hip-hop onto the scene
in a big way. They also stressed social awareness ("The Message").
Where does all this leave us now? With
Public Enemy.
Combining the sweetest voice (Chuck D' s)
since Whodini's Exstacy with the rock riffs
ot Run-D.M.C, the funky soul of the Sugar
Hill Gang and the political edge of
GrandMaster Flash, Public Enemy now stands
as rap's most important group. Not since
Run-D.M.C's heyday has a group loomed
this large on the rap horizon.
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But instead of ultimately letting us down News at 11," and "How to Kill a Radio
(as Run-D.M.C. did) by losing ground to the Consultant" slam the media for slandering.,
new artists with their own agendas, Public them, playing up racist stereotypes and omitEnemy continues to fulfill their promise by ting them, respectively.
Following in the theme, though, they do
setting the agenda themselves. On their latest
LP, Apocalypse '91.... The Enemy Strikes include Jet Magazine on "Letter," criticizing
Black, Public Enemy has set their aim squarely them for getting their info about Public Enon the enemies of the African-American emy from the Post instead of the source.
Some have said that Public Enemy has
people and sometimes the enemy' s face looks
sold out ("They try too hard to put r&b in on
remarkably like that of the accuser.
Instead of continuing in the vein of many this album!"). Such a judgment is idiotic. No
rapper's and political leaders today who only group can make "Can't Truss It" and deserve
acknowledge the finger pointed at someone •the "sell-out" label. An indictment of black
else, Public Enemy remembers the three fin- exploitation, "Truss" relates the hierarchy of
gers that come back to you. Black account- slavery to the current situation in America.
Chuck D, Flavor Flav, Terminator X and
ability is the new train of thought and these
brothers rock it hard (on tracks like The Bomb Squad have crafted an excellent.
album. It's not a classic, but it comes as close"
"Nighttrain").
*
"Letter to the New York Post,"-"More -as you can get,

.-*
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Around and
about Tiger
Obwn
Wednesday, October 23
Dangerous Liaisons, 5, 7:15
& 9:30 p.m., Edgar's.
Thursday, October 24
Jane Powell & Co: 8 p.m.,
Tillman Auditorittffi.
Named 1990 Campus
Entertainer of the Year by
the National Association
of Campus Activities). $8
general public, $6 students
and senior citizens.
(Tickets available at
Universtiy Union box
office or by. calling 6562461.)
John Knowles, author of
the novel "A Separate
Peace," lecture in Tillman
Auditorium, 3:30 p:m.,:
open to the public at no
charge.
October 24-26
Jungle Fever, 7 & 9:15 p.m.,
Y-Theatre.
Friday, October 25
John Knowles, author of
the novel "A Separate
Peace," lecture in Tillman
Auditorium, 10:10 a.m.
and 11:15 a.m.
Sunday, October 27
9 1/2 Weeks, 7 & 9:15 p.m.,
Y-Theatre.
Monday, October 28
Greenville Symphony
Chamber Orchestra: a 25■member emsemble
directed" by David Politt.
Concert Series. 8 p.m.,
Tillman Auditorium. $8
general public, $6 students
and senior citizens, free to
Clemson students. (Tickets
available at Union box
office or by calling 65462461.)
October 29-November 3
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Peace and Quiet
The sun goes down on the Y-beach boating dock.
During the day this area is vistited by Clemson
students seeking a break from academics.

Can you find the hidden QLQGY's?
ASTROLOGY
ECOLOGY
EGYPTOLOGY
EMBRYOLOGY
ETIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
IMMUNOLOGY
METHODOLOGY
MICROBIOLOGY
ONTOLOGY
OROLOGY

PENOLOGY
PHILOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGY
RADIOLOGY.
SEISMOLOGY
SOCIOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY
TOPOLOGY
TYPOLOGY
ZOOLOGY

}

ESIGN OTUDIO

to

COCKTAIL DRESESES /
FORMALS HOLIDAY
SWEATERS / VELVETS
GREAT ACCESSORIES!!!
LAYAWAYS WELCOME

Southern Circuit Film
Clemson Players:
Series: "Current Events";
"Dilemmas with Dinner,"
by Ralph Arlyck. 8 p.m.,
a new play by Robin
Y-Theatre, free admission,
Roberts, 8 p.m. Tuesday(This film is unrated; call
Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
656-5415
for information
Sunday, Daniel
on content.)
Auditorium. $4 general
public, $2 faculty and staff, Wild Orchid, 5,- 7:15 & 9:30
p.m., Edgar's.
free to Clemson students.
(Tickets available at
^
.
Universtiy Union box
office or by calling 6562461.)
Wednesday, October 30

Clemson Shopping Center
Clemson, SC
654-7630
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COLLEGE GRADUATES
Pat your education to work—become a

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90s"

lif SliiP
t—

at the National Center tot Paralegal Tfsrtrilnjf
• Oldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 7 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum—specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Erobate —
including "Computers in the Practice of Law"

Meet with our representative
Thursday, October 3V«:15 anr - 4~pm Contact College Placement Office for an appointment.
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.

The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 30326

800-223-2618 In Georgia, call 404-266-1060
Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name.
Address
■

City
College

._
:

.Phone(day) .

.State
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Zip
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N ow you don't have to wait to sell
your used textbooks. Just bring
them to the refund counter at the
Bookstore. We will give you cash g^pr
for each book with resale value
It's as easy as
that. No waiting
in long lines if
you sell back your
books before the regularly
scheduled buyback
times. Come see us
We will be happy to
help you.
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Clemson Player's prepare 'Paradise': a story of youth
for upcoming production
eionkonWnivl
Stephen Wood.AArnimlpnf
couple oftalented
talentednenew-

„.

by M.C. King
staff writer
Clemson's own Robin Roberts will have
his original play performed by the Clemson
Players this month in Daniel Auditorium.
The basic plot summary of Dilemmas with
Dinner, as described by director Clifton
Egan, is "a woman's attempt to advance her
career by having her boss and his wife to
dinner, (but) is complicated by the fact that
the caterer turns out to be the boss's exdaughter-in-law," who has a somewhat
strained relationship with her former family.
The presentation stars Player veterans
Mark Charney, Jan Geist, Lisa Hartmann,
James Palmer, Allison Tutterow, and

comers to the cast include Eric Seawell
and Kelly Cumming.
Come out and see this play, which is
suitable for the entire family. The
showtimes are Tuesday, Oct. 29, through
Saturday, Nov. 3, at 8 p.m., with a special
matinee showing at 2:30 p.m. on
Saturday.
Tickets are $4 for the public, $2 for
Clemson faculty and staff, and absolutely
free for Clemson students. Tickets may be
picked up at the Clemson University Box
Office, located next to the Palmetto Ballroom on the fifth floor of the Union, or at
the door beginning one hour before the
curtain time. To reserve tickets using a
creditcard, call the box officeat 656-2461.

Tyler Darden/ senior staff photographer I

Members of the cast of Dilemmas with Dinner.

Melanie Griffith, Don Johnson and Elijah Wood (center)
by Chris Moore
staff writer
Mary Agnes Donoghue, the woman who
penned the screenplay for the hit movie,
"Beaches," not only wrote the script for the
new Touchstone film "Paradise," but she
also makes her directorial debut with the
movie, as well. The movie, an adaptation of
the French film "Le Grand Chemin" by Jean
Loup Hubert, is the story of Willard Young
(Elijah Wood), a 10-year-old boy who is
forced by his mother to spend his summer in
a small town in the South called Paradise. He
stays with Ben and Lilly Reed, played by Don
Johnson and Melanie Griffith, whose marriage is not running smoothly. Willard is the
secret ingredient that revitalizes the Reeds'
marriage, and helps them overcome the guilt
they hold for a past tragedy.
Although Griffith and Johnson are touted
as the stars of this picture, the young roles
played by Elijah Wood and Thora Birch are
the ones that make this film what it is. They
each bring an innocence to the screen that can
only be rivaled by such classic films as "Stand
ByMe," and "My Life As A Dog." Although
their characters' friendship is built in innocence, it is a more loving relationship than
any others in the movie, including Ben and
Lilly's. It is also this same relationship that
helps Willard to overcome the fear complex

that becomes prevalent in his actions, and
personality throughout the film.
The ironic thing about "Paradise" is, of
course, the title. Because throughout the
mo vie it seems that every single character has
many different problems to deal with, the
town of Paradise is a far cry from even
becoming a "paradise."
From Ben and Lilly's marital difficulties
to Willard's confusion over his father's whereabouts, the place seems to be more of a
"paradise lost," rather than a "paradise found."
It is only because of Willard and Billie Pike's
(Thora Birch) involvement with each other
and the community that the main characters
can resolve their problems, and the town can
finally become a paradise for those who live
there.
Donoghue shows with this movie that
love is the main key to finding a cure to your
problems. Through the characters of Birch
and Wood, she also shows that children are
smarter than people give credit for, and that
the most loving of relationships is the relationship between two children.
With the continuing influx of movies that
deal with violence, it is a relief that Donoghue
decided to create a movie that deals with the
human spirit, rather than body counts, because it is these elements that help to make
"Paradise" into the touching portrait of youth
and innocence that it is.

TD's

Elite Sing a Long Karaoke
Tuesday October 22nd
Amaze Your Friends!
Be the life of the party!
Fun starts at 9:00 pm

4th Annual Halloween Bash
Thursday October 31
with The Wild Men from Borneo
Costume Contest • Prizes • Decadence • Plus More

OPEN FALL BREAK
Band Dates:
Oct. 24 Spoonful (Dead and Original)
Oct. 31 Wild Men From Borneo
Nov. 1 Wild Men From Borneo
Oct. 30th Malibu Prize

_ ^T
_ ■
Nov. 14,15 The Next Move
Dec. 5, 6 Freedom of Expression
(Reggae)
Giveaway - While they last

Starts at 8 pm
Now Serving Food on Sundays Noon - 8

Happy Hour 4-8 Mon-Fri
TD's says "Please Drink Responsibly"
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Queen, from
page 11
time, Busby laughed. "I don't really have free time, but if I do I
enjoy horseback riding, reading,
friends, being by myself... I'm not
extremely flamboyant," she said.
For all the hopeful men, sorry
Busby has a boyfriend of 7 years
and forsees marriage on the horizon. She had a gleam in her eye
when she admitted that she does
have Cinderella fantasies and says,
"He's the one I'll marry."
"This title means that I can
achieve. Those who didn't know
me thought I was worthy." Busby
added, "I am so proud to be a student here and 1 am very honored to
represent Clemson. I really am."
Busby added, "In the interviews
you have to prove to total strangers
that you are worthy of winning."
Busby also wanted to send a
message to the student body: "to all
who supported me and had confidence in me, to you I am grateful,
for this task could not be accomplished without your help."

Orchestra
to perform
in Clemson
by M.C.King
staff writer
Twenty-five members of the
Greenville Symphony Chamber
Orchestra will be performing in
Tillman Auditorium on Monday,
Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. This concert is
presented by the Department of
Performing Arts, as part of the
University Concert Series.
The ensemble, directed by
David Politt, will entertain with
fantastic, familiar, classical music primarily composed for small
string orchestras.
Tickets for the show are' now
on sale at the University box office and are $8 for adults, $6 for
senior citizens and non-Clemson
students and free for Clemson students.

Answers to
collegiate
camouflage
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Idlewilde festival schedule of events
Music - Crafts - Nature
Walks - Story Telling Concessions

Modern Folk
1:45- Ken RevisWagner...
Naturalist
Clemson University2:00-The Dixie Keys...
Botanical Garden
Dixieland
October 19 & 20, 1991
3:00-The Southern
Saturday 10a.m. -6:30 Superiors...
p.m.
Gospel
Sunday noon - 6:30
4:00- Blues Perspective.
p.m.
Acoustical Blues
Performances:
4:30- Log Jam...
Saturday
Acoustical Jazz
10:30-Mike Ellison...
5:00-DogTrot...
Fiddle & Banjo
Crash and Burn
12:00- Ed Harrison...
Rockabilly
Celtic Pipes
Sunday
12:45-Lew Fitch..:
12:30-Mike Myers...
Porch Music
Downhome
1:15-Bert Abbott...
1:15- Lucy Pearson...

Storyteller
1:30-Lew Fitch...
Porch Music
2:00- Clemson Rotary
Quartet...
Barbershop
2:15- Martha Ligon...
Lap Dulcimer
3:00-Joe Yukish...
Storyteller
3:15-Jo Hogue...
Open Square Dance
3:45- Ed Harrison...
Celtic Pipes
4:15- Ellison-Smith...
Traditional Appalachian
5:00- Nubbin Ridge...
Mountain Funk
5:45-Cow in the Ditch...
Traditional Country

Seminars:
Saturday
2:00- Clemson
Recycling...
Dianne Haselton
3:00- Snakes of the
Piedmont...
Ken Revis-Wagner
Sunday
2:00- Bicycling
Clemson...
Shawn Newton
3:00- Waste and Water
Treatment...
Al Combie & Frank
Taylor
In association with
The Clemson Area
Arts Council

HbuTl be surprised by all the
things that come connected
to an IBM Personal System.
One year of maintenance
on any 1990-1992 Mazda
car or truck purchase.

Up to "$120
off American Airlinestickets.

70% off
**

$75 in
Spring long
distance service.

When you're looking for a personal computer, make sure to look at
all it comes with. The preloaded software. The mouse. The hard drive. The
games. The discount airline tickets.
The long distance service.
If these aren't the kinds of connections you were thinking of, maybe
you should think again. Because now
when you buy an IBM PS/2® or

fffffff

selected
sierracomputer game
software.

PS/1 ™ Selected Academic Solution?
you'll get a special Bonus Pack** of
coupons that'll save you money on all
kinds of things, from airfare to long
distance calls to computer games and
more. So you can own a personal
computer with all the right connections. Visit your campus outlet to find
out how to make an IBM Personal
System click for you.

Contact The Micro Center 656-3714
For more information call your Collegiate
Representatives:
Write for
the Timeout section.
Call Amy
at 656-0986.

Jeff Bierman 885-0351 Joel Hardman 654-6935
Cindy Tackett 654-0735

S^r.Zt ^gher education ,nst,1ut,ons,the,r sluden.s, faculty and staff, as welt as to nonprofit K 12 institutions, .heir faculty and stall
6
S^ Z1 800 222^7 nT"3 ^ ^
°UQh par,icipa,ln9 ca-P"s <?"«ets. IBM Authored PC Dealers certified to remarkel Selected Academic
hP T?qq7 RM l^lln
Orders are subject to ava,lab,lily and IBM may withdraw the offer at any time without notice, "The Bonus Pack expires Decem
ber 31,1991 IBM and PS/2 are registered trademarks and PS/1 ,s a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation A.I other brand and product names
are registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective owners, ©1991 IBM Corp
pmouct names
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taking over
College

Win a Beo Storm!

Campus
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Upcoming Sports Events
The next home action for a
Clemson sports team is not
until next Wednesday, when
the soccer team hosts Lenoir
Rhyne college. Game time is 7
p.m. at Riggs Field. All games
this weekend are away.

Sp #rt s
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Tiger Facts
Wolfpack, beware!
Dating back to 1981,
Clemson is 9-0 in
games after an off
week. The last time the Tigers
lost after an off week was a 3114 loss at Georgia — in 1973.
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Tigers alternate between hope, despair
Fourth quarter rally
salvages 20-20 tie with
stronger Cavaliers
by Bob Sayre
staff writer
For the third time in as many weeks,
Clemson put itself in a position to get knocked
off by a lesser ranked rival. "It's very disappointing because we drive the ball all the way
down the field, and once we get the ball
inside the 20, we can't get the ball in the end
zone," explained Clemson quarterback
DeChane Cameron after Saturday's 20-20 tie
against Virginia. "It's just a very sickening
feeling."
Cameron's words rang true as Clemson
crossed the Virginia 40 yard line on 10 of
their 13 offensive drives. Four times the
Tigers were stopped within 20 yards of the
goal line; they managed a total of three points.
Clemson kicker Nelson Welch connected on
two-of-five field goal attempts.
However, all were close, and Welch believed two of the kicks which crossed directly above one of the uprights might have
been good. "I feel real bad," admitted Welch.
"I think two of them ... went right over the
goal post. It was a questionable call."
It seems the extra four feet, eight inches
taken away from the crossbar since last season hurt the Tigers as it has already cost many
other teams thus far this season. Later Welch
added, "They were close, but I guess they
weren't close enough to fall through."
The Cavaliers jumped on the Tigers right
from the start. After stopping the Tigers on
three plays after the opening kickoff, the
Cavaliers marched 60 yards on 10 plays, with
the drive culminating in a 15 yard touchdown
from Virginia quarterback/basketball forward
Matt Blundin to tight end Aaron Mundy.
Virginia then snuffed another Clemson
drive in which the Tiger play calling again
came under fire when the Tigers ran a handoff
to fullback Rudy Harris off left guard when
faced with third down and 19. Then, Virginia
got the ball back and again romped its way
deep into Clemson territory, this time settling
for a 32 yard field goal to extend its lead to
10-0.
Withjust over seven minutes remaining in
the half, Clemson averted disaster and a po-

Only one person
to place blame on
for Tigers' play
The Clemson football team is
now 3-1-1, and yet another year
will go by without a national
championship. I think that it is my
place now to explain what the
problem is, because it is all my
fault.

9

SEAN
HANZELIK
ASSISTANT
SPORTS
EDITOR

You see, everyone can-complain about Hatfield, about
Cameron, about Welch, or really
about anything at all as much as
they want, but none of it is why
Clemson will never win another

see MY FAULT, page 21

tential 17-point deficit when Cameron missed
tailback Rodney Blunt on a pitch at the
Clemson 19 yard line. Cavalier safety Keith
Lyle was the first to the ball, but he tried to
pick it upand sprint for the end zone instead
of falling on it. Lyle was unable to hold on
and Blunt recovered the fumble. Because the
fumble was behind the line of scrimmage,
Lyle would not have been able to advance the
ball had he recovered. Three plays later,
Ronald Williams burst free for a 56-yard
touchdown run, the longest of his career.
On Clemson's next drive, those in attendance saw the mot creati ve play calling since
Florida State's Bobby Bowden visited three
years ago. On second down, the Tigers
sneaked in backup quarterback Richard
Moncrief at the tailback position. Cameron
pitched to Moncrief, who stepped back and
passed back across field to Cameron on a
play which netted 45 yards and gave Clemson the ball at the Virginia 18.
Three plays later, the Tigers ran a guard
around play in which Jeb Flesch pulled from
his left guard position and picked up the ball.
The Cavaliers weren't fooled this time, however, as the Tigers lost a yard, bringing up
fourth down. The ensuing 33-yard field goal
attempt was wide left.
Virginia then took the ball 80 yards on six
plays, primarily through the air, on a touchdown drive which took only 1:10 and gave
the Cavaliers a 17-7 lead with less than a
minute left in the half.
In the second half, Welch connected on a
22-yard field goal, but Virginia matched it
when Michael Husted made one from 47
yards with 7:30 remaining in the game.
Down 20-10, it was do or die for the
Tigers offense. On first down after the Virginia field goal, Cameron hit Ronald Williams on a screen pass which Williams turned
up field for a 42-yard gain to the Virginia 38.
Cameron's next pass was intercepted though,
and a mass exodus began in the stands as
many fans gave up on the Tigers.
The Tiger defense came to the rescue,
however, as they stopped the next Cavalier
drive after three downs, including a fine pass
break up on third down by safety Tyron
Mouzon.
The Clemson offense also bounced back,
as they drove 71 yards for a touchdown after
the Virginia punt. During the drive Cameron
made up for the interception by completing
5-of-7 passes for 42 yards. Rudy Hams then

Chip Bast /"head ■phmograpK'i

Arthur Bussie puts pressure on Virginia's Matt Blundin.
covered the last 12 yards on three consecutive carries as he scored the touchdown and
surpassed 100 yards rushing on the day.
Virginia, running mildly successful plays
after the kickoff, faced third down and two on

its own 45-yard line with two and a half
minutes remaining and the Tigers with only
one time out left. At that time, it appeared the

see TIE, page 22

State poses Tigers' biggest threat of seasort
by Daniel Shirley
staff writer
An open date is just "wnat the
doctor ordered for the Clemson Tigers, who are off this week before
returning to action to face the 11thranked Wolfpack of North Carolina State. It is the Tigers' second
such rest of the year.
The open date comes after three
straight sluggish performances by
the Tigers — a 9-7 win over Georgia Tech, a 27-12 defeat at the hands
of Georgia and a 20-20 tie with
Virginia — and will give the Tigers
extra preparation time for a hot
Wolfpack squad.
N.C. State comes into the contest with the upper hand in the conference race with a 3-0 conference
mark. The Wolfpack, 5-0 overall,
are riding high from their emotional
28-21 triumph over Georgia Tech
last week and this week's match-Up
with Marshall, and a win against
the Tigers will all butjoxk up the
ACC crown.

However, a Clemson win in front
of a packed Death Valley and ABC
television's viewing audience for
the third time in four weeks (the
game has been moved from 1 to
3:30 p.m.) will place the Tigers
back firmly on top of the conference standings and be a momentum
boost for 21 st-ranked Clemson.
The extra days off will also allow Clemson to heal some of its
injured players, offensive lineman
Bruce Bratton and defensive back
James Trapp in particular.
The game itself should be a war
between two of the nation's top
defensive units.
The N.C. State defense is led by
twojuniors, inside linebacker David
Merritt and defensive back
Sebastian Savage. Merritt leads the
team with 43 tackles and has picked
off two passes, while Savage's five
interceptions lead the team and is
second in the nation.
As a defensive unit the Wolfpack
is probably the best the Clemson
offense will face this season. State

has the top-ranked defense in passing efficiency against.and is tied
with Washington for the best scoring defense in the land, allowing a
paltry 6.2 points per game. In total
defense, the Wolfpack rank third,
allowing 241.6 yards a game.
However, this contest will give
Clemson's defense a chance to
prove what they haven't the last
three weeks, that they are a dominant unit. Although the Tigers lost
their claim to the best defense in the
country last week, they get the opportunity to regain that honor with
a stellar performance against the
Wolfpack. They are currently
ranked second in total defense, allowing 236.8 yards a game, and
their 80.8 yards rushing allowed
per game is fourth best in the country. Tiger defense is allowing 12.2
points per game, ranking 11th in the
nation.
Although both defenses have
been dominating this year, both
teams have capable offenses.
The Tigers' offense is led bv a

pair of sophomores, Ronald Williams and Terry Smith. Williams
leads the ACC in rushing and ranks
12th nationally, averagfrfg 116:2s
yards per game. He is also averaging 7.2 yards per carry so far this
season. Even, though the Tigers
rarely move the ball through the air.
Smith has tallied 22 receptions and
two touchdowns.
Although State's starting quarterback went down with a broken
arm early in the season, the
Wolfpack have not faltered. Freshman Geoff Bender has stepped in to
direct the Wolfpack offense that
has been led by tailback Anthony
Barbour. Barbour entered State's
game with Marshall averaging 5.5
yards per carry. Bender's favorite
receiver is quarterback-turned-split
end Charles Davenport, who has 14
catches and two touchdowns.
" Although Clemson has struggled
the last few weeks, a convincing
win over the 1 lth-ranked Wolfpack
would be just the cure the Tigers
need for the rest of their season.

The N.C. State game has been moved to 3:30 p.m. for TV.
™ag"~
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Soccer team back on winning track Clemson Crew working
hard to be the best

by Melissa Roma
staff writer

The men's soccer team concluded a three game home winning
streak Wednesday night against
Maryville College. The two other
wins came against William and
Mary and Mercer.
The first of these wins came
against Mercer College. Despite a
game full of high spirits and many
personal fouls, the Tigers were able
to come out with a 4-0 win.
• Junior starter John Payne scored
his first two goals of the season and
also assisted Garrett Cronin with
bis first goal of the season. Payne's
goals were assisted by Kevin England, Jimmy Glenn and David
McGuire. The other Tiger goal
came from McGuire, as he put in
Glenn's shot that rebounded off the
Mercer goalkeeper.
Team captain Chris Martinez
suffered a sprained ankle during
the Santa Clara Tournament to keep
him out of the game, leaving Andy
Pujats to defend the midfield.
Freshman starter Rivers Guthrie
was ejected from the game after
receiving two yellow cards. This
left the Tigers without a crucial
midfielder and, more importantly,
their free kick and corner kick specialist. NCAA rules state that when
a player is ejected from a game, he
is automatically suspended from
the next game as well.
With the accumulation of these
Kevin England races downfield against Maryville
two yellow cards, Guthrie has a
total of four cards. Teammate Kevin
game with two goals for Clemson.
England has also acquired four yel- the end, and Glenn scored to give He was able to pick up two more
the
Tigers
a
2-0
lead
and
Payne
his
low cards for this season. The
before the night ended.
NCAA has a cumulative yellow fourth assist of the season.
Marius Fjeldstad and Burke
The final Clemson goal came
card rule which forces a player to
Goodloe both put in their first goals
shortly
after
the
Tribe
put
in
their
sit out a game following his receipt
only goal. Just 44 seconds after of the season. Glenn, Payne,
of a fifth yellow card.
Martinez, Cronin and Aass each
Even with a weakened playing William and Mary's shot, Glenn added a goal to their increasing
received
a
pass
from
freshman
Nils
field, the tough Clemson team took
totals.
on the Tribe of William and Mary Aass and scored again to bring the
Glenn increased his total assists
this past Sunday. The 17th-ranked game to its final score.
to continue tolead the Tigers. Pujats,
The
final
game
of
the
stand
came
Tribe came to Riggs Field only to
Wednesday night as the Tigers Wael Salama and McGuire all had
be overpowered 3-1.
an assist a piece to help the Tigers
Glenn, who leads the Tigers in mauled the visiting team from trounce Maryville.
Maryville
College.
Martinez
and
assists, was able to add three more
The men will be traveling to
goals to his collection. The first of Guthrie both returned to the game Maryland Sunday to take on the
to
help
the
Tigers
to
a
lopsided
11his goals came within the first two
Terrapins in ACC competition.
minutes of action as he received a 0 victory.
They will return home Wednesday
Senior
John
Hammontree
set
the
pass from Cronin. Payne passed
night to face Lenoir Rhyne.
stage
for
the
evening,
starting
the
the ball to Glenn as the half neared

is so competitive within the team,
thirty-five people have dropped
out. Even when we are supposed
Each September, a very rigor- to take a light run, we still push it
ous routine begins: Clemson and go all out."
Since it is not a University sport
Crew practice. This year there
are 95 members of the coed club. and consequently non-revenue
It consists of a male division and generating, the Crew Club is in
a female division and is further the process of enlisting area spondivided into heavyweight and sors, in addition to alumni donations and fundraising projects.
lightweight categories.
Beginning last Thursday and
Now in their fourth season,
crew members do not take it lasting until kick-off on Saturday,
the members each rowed an hour
lightly.
Early September practice in the Ergathon fundraiser. Sponstarts off "easy." The crew ran sors gave donations for each hour
two miles five days a week at 6 they rowed. They also sold pizza,
a.m. Now they've built up to four candy, raffle tickets for prizes,
mile runs and calisthenics in the and crew-wear on Bowman field
mornings with rowing practice during last week's float building.
The Crew Club receives a share
in the afternoons.
According to Tripp Davis, the from Student Government and
club treasurer, "The intense prac- emergency funds, but the functice weeds out those who aren't, tioning costs exceed $12,000 a
committed." It is not unusual for year, necessitating projects such
even those who are injured to as last weeks Ergathon, in addishow up at 6 a.m., regardless of tion to $75.00 semester dues from
whether they are able to practice each member.
Crew is advised by Mem
or not.
Fall season is not as serious as Wiggins and coached by David
the spring. In the fall, there are Koch, both on a voluntary basis.
Currently, the club has two
3.5 mile regattas, and in the spring
there are seven or eight sprints, four-man boats and two eight-man
boats. They anticipate they will
each 2000 meters in distance.
Davis says, "It takes a lot of. receive an additional eight-man
boat from the University of Centime and discipline."
David Carvajal, a University tral Florida before the next regatta
rower, stated that "Since practice in Atlanta, scheduled for Nov. 2.

by Kristie Gantt
staff writer

Lady Spikers have field day vs. Ga. teams
by David Thomas
staff writer
Atlanta has never been a favorite place for any of Clemson's athletic teams to visit. Coach Hatfield
will be the first to agree. But last
week proved to be one of those few
times that a Clemson squad has left
with smiles on their faces and an
ACC victory under thei r belts as the
Lady Tiger Volleyball team scraped
by with a 3-2 match win.
Clemson came in sluggish in the
first game, dropping a 6-15 loss to
the Yellow Jackets.
The match took a 180-degree
turn in the second game as the Tigers controlled the net and the score.
The second game ended with a 155 score with the match tied at one
game apiece.
The Lady Tigers gained the upper hand in the match with a 15-10
triumph in the third match, but the
Jackets took the fourth game 15-8.
With the fifth game acting as the
deciding factor in the match, Clemson rose to the occasion in a narrow
15-12 win to take the match and its
first ACC win of the season.
Annie Castro and Heidi Kahl
were unstoppable at the net with 16
kills each. Ann Marie Wessel had
54 set assists, tying the Clemson
season-high mark.
The win over Georgia Tech puts
Clemson at 1-1 in the ACC. Maryland remains at the top with a 2-0
ACC record. Duke and N.C. State
also fall above Clemson on the ACC

jgggggg

Ildi McGovern / staff photographer

A Lady Tiger reaches for a spike.
totem pole at 1-0 each. Georgia
Tech is still winless in the ACC at
0-2.
The Tiger Volleyball team continued its domination this week
against Georgia teams as Georgia
State left Jervey Gym on Tuesday
with another mark in its loss column. The Tigers breezed by Georgia State in the first game of the
match, 15-7. Georgia State
squeaked by with a win in the second game, 16-14, but the Tigers
shut down Georgia State's offense
with a 15-2 win in the third. The
final game resulted in a 15-12 win
for the Tigers and the match victory
for the night.

£-£—-

Annie Castro came through for
the Tigers offensively with ten kills
for the match. Castro also contributed defensively with nine digs.
Heidi Kahl was the defensive
stopper for the Tigers with nine
total digs. Kahl and Robin Kibben
each recorded three service aces for
the Tigers.
The victory over Georgia State
boosts Clemson's overall record to
13-5, while Georgia State falls to 98 on the season. Both Georgia State
and the Tigers will be able to feel
the last remnants of summer as they
travel to Miami, Fla., for the Florida
International Tournament this
weekend.

1. Florida St. (8 no. 1) (6-0).
2. Miami (2) (5-0)....:
3. Washington (5-0)........
4. Michigan (4-1)
5. Florida (5-1)
6. California (5-0)
7. Notre Dame (5-1)
8. North Carolina St. (5-0)
9. Tennessee (4-1)
■
10. Nebraska (4-1)
11. Oklahoma (4-1)
12. Perm St. (5-2).........
13. Alabama (5-1)
•
14. Illinois (4-1)
•;
15. Iowa (4-1)
•-.
16. Georgia (5-1)
17. Baylor (5-1)
18. Ohio St. (3-1)
19. Clemson (3-1-1)
20. East Carolina (5-1)
21. Fresno St. (5-0)
22. Texas A&M (3-1)
23. Texas (2-2)
••
24. Colorado (3-2)
Mississippi St. (4-2)
Pittsburgh (5-1)
v.-,
Syracuse (4-2)

Points
248
241
.231
.210
.203
.191
.190
183
167

.....147
141
131
I28
•»;•»»121
97
•••••
93
•
••..•88
•••••73
-58
54
••••48
41
12

•

11
11
11
11

Others receiving votes: Air Force 10, Arizona
St. 9, Auburn 9, North Carolina 7,
Mississippi 7, Virginia 3, Rutgers 2, UCLA 1,
Rice 1, Duke 1, Kansas St. 1, Princeton 1,
South Florida 1.
.
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Stephens exceeding expectations as freshman
by Geoff Wilson
sports editor
When Darnell Stephens goes out
on the football field, he tries to play
like one person and one person only:
himself.
But that attitude should not be
confused with pride or egotism;
Stephens just wants to be his own
player.
"I really don't try to pattern
myself after anybody," Stephens
said, despite predictions from defensive coordinator Ron Dickerson
that Stephens could be the next great
cornerback in the ACC, in the line
of Georgia Tech's Ken Swilling.
"I just try to go out there arid be
the best I can be," Stephens said. "I
really don't look up to anybody."
Stephens has done a good job of
fulfilling his expectations so far. A
freshman from Converse, Tx., he
was rated by SuperPrep as the
fourth-best defensive back in the
nation his senior year. He was also
listed as one of the top 50 recruits in
the nation by Don Heinrich 's. But
defensive back is not his only position, as he showed last week.
He has been sharing the punt
returns with Robert O'Neal since
the Temple game, but against Virginia, Stephens returned two punts
—one for 23 yards and the other for
37 yards. Coach Ken Hatfield said
of Stephens' performance, "I think
it's the best I've ever seen a young
guy play."
Stephens has come to enjoy his
extra duties as punt returner.
"I enjoy playing defense," he
said. "That's my first love. But punt
returning... I've grown to love that,
too.
"In high school, my coach just
stuck me back there [to return punts];

I didn't know what to do. Then, as
the years progressed, I started to
like returning punts, and now, it's
like a thing — I just want to return
all the punts I can."
Stephens has had his share of
adversity. He may be suffering from
a form of muscle atrophy that causes
slowed healing of injured muscles.
The condition has not proven serious yet, but if it does, Stephens
knows who to model himself after.
"I admire Bo Jackson because
of the injuries he's had," Stephens
said. "The guy's still fighting to do
what he loves to do. That's the kind
of attitude I want to have."
Being from Texas, it has been
hard for him to get as fired up about
Clemson rivalries as native South
Carolinians get.
"You just don't hear much about
the rivalries," he said of his experience with them before college. "I'm
still trying to get used to the rivalry
with USC. A girl who went to my
high school and played volleyball
went to USC. We tried to get into
the rivalry the last couple of weeks
in high school, but you really can't
— it doesn't work."
He does appreciate the surroundings he is in now, though.
"I came to Clemson because of
the small-town atmosphere and to
give me an opportunity to get my
studies in and get my head on
straight," he said with a smile. "My
being in the big city would hurt
because I would never be in my
room studying — I'd be out partying."
He plans to spend Fall Break
weekend at home, but it's back to
the practice field on Monday morning.
"The off-week came at an excellent time," he said, somewhat

Chip East / head phtographer

Darnell Stephens can do it all — he's even on the field goal blocking team, in
addition to returning punts and playing defense.
relieved of the pressure of game
week. "We can get our heads straight
and get things going the way they
should, make the corrections that
we need to, and then go into the N.
C. St. week with a positive attitude
and good spirits. You go home and
then come back concentrating on
what you need to do."
What more does Stephens have
in store for Tiger fans on Oct. 26?
"I still haven't played as well as
I can play," he said determinedly.
For Clemson fans starving for strong
performances, Stephens' words are
music to their ears.

Player Profile: Darnell Stephens
%A 6'1", 205 lbs., Converse, Tx.
000 SuperPrep'All- American as a
^0r senior in high school
000 Rated by the Houston Post as the
"^ top safety prospect in Texas
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STUDENT CONDOMINIUMS
AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES
• 1 and 2 Bedrooms
• Fully Furnished

• Central Air
• Pool and Clubhouse
• On-site Manager

• Free Shuttle Bus
• Planned Activities
• Much More

AT CLEMSON
250 ELM ST.

654-2876
SALES/RENTALS
Spring 91
Spaces Available For 2nd Semester.
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1.1 Miles from Campus
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Power football

Ronald Williams surges forward for extra yardage. Williams gained 185 yards,
including a 56-yard touchdown run, the longest of his career. Howard Hall
added a career-high 102 yards as the Tigers racked up 315 yards rushing in the
20-20 tie against Virginia.

Clemson football fans get the week off,
too — we need it just as much as the team!
In Clemson

FREEDOM RIDGE
APARTMENTS
New in 1989

•
•
•
•
•
•

Furnished and unfurnished
2 bedroom townhouses and flats
2 full baths
Washers and dryers in all units
1 mile to campus
Lots of storage space

Zoned For Four People

A

Call 654-8019

A

Please Call Today
656-4720
656-4820
Clemson University
Union Speaker's Bureau
presents

AULY SHORE
MTV
from

PIZZA
& CHICKEN WINGS

on Sloan Street starting at
4 p.m. today until ???

Immediate Openings • Part Time Evenings
35mm Experience Preferred
^p
Transportation A Must
"^P1

Please call the Career Workshop Office
and tell us what you are doing. We want to
hear from all classes in order to publish an
updated directory of our outstanding
alumni.

Happy Hour!

Hour at the Downtowner

Classic Photo
Photographers Needed

Career Workshop Graduates
Where Are You?

Call Now
646-9990 or 646-2424

The Graduate Student
Association is sponsoring a
Graduate Student Happy

Tigers in the Pros:
— Gigi Fernandez is 10th
on the WTA's money list with
$378,953.
~ Dillard Pruitt is 60th on
the PGA money list with
$269,328 and sixth on the Tour's
Driving Accuracy list.
— Larry Nance (Cavaliers)
scored 12 points in Cleveland's
130-111 win over Washington
in NBA preseason action
Tuesday.

on

Wednesday, November 13 at 8 p.m.
General Admission at Tillman Auditorium
$2 Advance Tickets $3 At Door
On Sale At The
Ticket Office

^"

^••-*
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MY FAULT, from page 17
national championship. It is all
because of me — IlikeClemson;
therefore, they will never win it
all. It is as simple as that.
It's not that our offense is the
most predictable in the nation. It's
not that Cameron's best passes
are to the band. It's not because
we miss Gardocki, and our
kicker's range this year only extends 30 yards. It's not because
some of our receivers have hands
of stone. It's none of that. It's all
because of me, and I'm sorry. I
apologize to every Clemson fan
everywhere.
Let me give you a hint of what
I'm talking about. I'll start with
the New York Yankees.
I am a diehard Yankees fan and
have been my entire life. The last
time the Yankees won the World
Series was in 1978.1 was seven at
the time and remember none of it.
Since then, they have been to the
World Series one time (1981),
and in that one, they got demolished by the Dodgers (I blame that
on me too). Before I was old
enough to really start liking the
Yankees, they won the World
Series like it was going out of
style, but now that I keep up with
the Yankees every day and now
that I love them like family, they
continue to lose and lose. It isn't

all the managers, it isn't
Steinbrenner, it isn't any of that.
It's me, and once again, I apologize. I apologize to Yankees fans
everywhere.
Now, we' 11 take a peek at one of
my other favorite teams—thePhiladelphia 76ers. It hasn't been quite
as long since they won a world
championship, but that is what I
want to bring up now. In 1983, the
Sixers won the NBA Championship, making a run at the NBA
record for number of wins in a
season. During that season, I started
liking NBA basketball. "Who did
he pick as his favorite team?" you
might ask. Well, none other than
the Boston Celtics. It just so happens that the Sixers beat the Celtics
that year to make it to the Finals (I
blame that on me too). It wasn't
until I witnessed a Sixers-Celtics
preseason game in Chattanooga in
1985 that I switched over to the
Sixers. Since then, the mighty 76ers
have won nothing, and I don't even
want to mention all the Celtics have
done since I quit liking them. Sorry
Philly.
Since we're on the subject of
basketball, I want to mention to
everyone that Tate George, now a
Connecticut legend, has personally
called me and thanked me for subconsciously willing his last second,

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796

:

desperation shot to fall through
the net in the waning seconds of
the Huskies' stunning defeat of
the Clemson basketball team in
the East Regional in 1990. You're
welcome, Tate.
Now this brings me to my favorite NFL team — the Atlanta
Falcons. Need I say anything about
them? No, but I will. I have been
a loyal supporter of the Falcons
almost as long as the Yankees —
since about 1977. What have the
Falcons ever won? Nothing. They
have made the playoffs twice in
the 14 years I've followed them,
and both times, they lost on a last
second field goal, either missed
by them or made by the other
team. Lately though, the Falcons
have been described as "team on
the upswing." So what? I like
them, so it doesn't matter what
Jerry Glanville does with his new,
young talent. None of it will work.
That Falcons will never win the
Super Bowl — because of ME.
So, on Saturday afternoons, instead of blaming the coaches, the
players, the schedule makers,
blame me. Don't boo Hatfield.
Don't boo the offense. Don't boo
anyone associated with the football team. If you want to boo
someone, boo me. I am sorry,
Clemson fans.

Dates:

Time:
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COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
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Preregister during the week indicated below for your college. Your computer
ID and password will not access the on-line system during the other week.
Weekend dates November 9, 10, 16, and 17 are open—all passwords are
acceptable. Students in study programs not aligned with any specific college
may preregister either week.

ull Selection of New CDs and
Over 1000 Used CDs

UJ
Q.

•T-Shirts
• Posters
•Guitar Strings
• Imported CDs
azines

o
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o

rtificates

o
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Late
Penalty:
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If

200 VICTORIA SQUARE
(518 COLLEGE AVENUE)

I

654-4041

$2,01 Off Any Used CD with this Ad

z
m
m
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1 .

See your advisor and fill in preregistration cards with approved course
requests for spring 1992.

3 . Enter course requests on computer terminal or personal computer
through dial-up access. Instruction sheet available from advisor lists
location of terminals and hours.

CO
OB

TO

On-line preregistration ends at 6 p.m., Sunday, November 17. Afterwards,
students turn in preregistration cards to E-3A Martin. Scheduling personnel
will enter course requests, but class priority (Sr., Jr., etc.) will be lost.

2 . Keep student copy of preregistration card. Note five digit advising
number in upper right corner of card. You will need to enter this
number along with your computer ID and password.

9

2

z

Changing You need to process change-of-major card by October 9, if possible. Ask for
Majors:
details in Student Records, 104 Sikes, if card is turned in after October 9.

X

pf^EN: MOlglFRI 10 to 8 • SAT 1 0 to 6 ♦ SUN 1:30 to 6

DC

09
CO

2

3>

X

<

co

Steps:

<

Arrange advising appointments as early as your department/college will
permit. The preregistration system can be accessed during morning and
late afternoon/evening hours, but it will be turned off from 1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday. The preregistration system does not work as efficiently
during the afternoon hours due to increased administrative and academic
use of the mainframe computer. The instruction sheet obtained from your
advisor will show locations of terminals and available hours.

Courses: To insure a better distribution of courses among all students, spring requests

■:■;■'■; V:

<

November 11-15
Engineering
Forest and Rec. Resources
Liberal Arts
Nursing
Sciences

may not exceed 19 credit hours. Where desirable, additional credits may be
added on registration day, January 6. The schedule of courses can be viewed
on-line at a computer terminal using the Student Information System
beginning October 7 and the printed book will be available in the University
Union by Friday, November 1.

m
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There will be no Tiger for
the next two weeks due to
Fall Break and the
National Collegiate
Newspaper Convention.
The next issue will be
Nov. 8.

November 4-8
Agricultural Sciences
Architecture
Commerce and Industry
Education

206 N. Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, SC 29678

<
>-

Fike Recreation Center will be
closing at 6 p.m. tonight for the Fall
Break weekend, and will reopen on
Oct. 22. Hours of operation on Tuesday will be 7:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., and
Fike will return to normal fall hours
on Wednesday, Oct. 23.
Intramural play will also return
to normal on Wednesday, as the
flag football and water polo seasons continue, along with tennis

and racquetball tournaments.
Registration for volleyball and
one-on-one basketball is open until
Oct. 23, and season play will begin
on Monday, Oct. 28. Those who
wish to sign up need to go to 150
Fike by 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
The sundeck will reopen when
roof repairs are completed, tentatively scheduled for the end of the
month. Polar bears are welcome to
use the sundeck during Fike operational hours when repair work coneludes.

ON-LINE PREREGISTRATION
FOR SPRING SEMESTER 1992

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center

a
z

by Bill Zimmerman
staff writer

Student Notice

* Free pregnancy test
* Free one-on-one counseling
* 24 Hour Hotline
* Appointments anytime
* Strictly confidential
* Close - downtown Seneca

X

Intramurals ready to
shut down for Fall Break

Plan In
Advance:

Know your computer ID and your password. If you do not use them regularly,
read the information below. A general instruction sheet will be available
from your advisor at preregistration time.

Computer ID and Password: Each Clemson student has been assigned a unique computer
ID. Your computer ID is printed beside your name in the campus telephone book. If you
regularly use terminals that are connected to the mainframe computer, you probably
remember your password. If you seldom use such a terminal, you may need to have a new
password assigned. For assistance, present a picture ID card at the Computer Center Help
Desk in the basement of the R. F. Poole Agricultural Center.
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TIE, from page 17
Tigers' chances hinged on stopping the Cavaliers from picking
up the first down. Tailback Terry
Kirby picked up four yards and a
first down, but then miraculously
fumbled after being hit by free
safety Robert O'Neal who also
recovered the ball at the Virginia
49.
Given new life, the Tigers drove
27 yards until they were confronted
with fourth and seven, putting
Nelson Welch on the field for his
biggest attempt of the day and his
young career. Welch came through
with a 40-yard field goal which
finally tied the game at 20.
Blundin then led the Cavaliers
back down the field with three
straight completions and a 15-yard
penalty on the Tigers for having
12 men on the field. "It worked,
didn't it? It was a good play,"
Tiger coach Ken Hatfield joked
referring to the penalty. "[We] just
made a mistake."
Three completions and the
astaKe later, me^v
"mistake"
the Cavaliers
hadU
ducia.,g

the ball inside the Tiger 20-yard
line where, like Georgia Tech two
weeks ago, they had the opportunity to do away with the Tigers on
a last second field goal. Like the
Yellow Jackets, they also failed as
Wayne Simmons came through for
Clemson, deflecting the 34-yard
kick wide right to preserve the tie.
A major key for the Tigers in
salvaging a tie was the play of freshman Darnell Stephens. Normally a
strong safety, Stephens played most
of the game at cornerback after
starter Tony Mauney suffered a knee
injury. Besides returning two punts
for a total 60 yards, Stephens played
well enough on defense to earn the
ABC player of the game award.
"That is one of the finest efforts
I think I've ever seen a young guy
play in a pressure situation at a
defensive corner position in a game
like this where they can throw the
ball so darn well," praised Hatfield.
"I think its as good as I' ve ever seen
a young guy play ... There's a true
freshman
making„ some big plays."
^

"When Tony [Mauney] went people out. Until we do that, we're
down and coach told me to get in going to have problems.
"I'm very disappointed because
there, I was kind of jittery," responded Stephens. "But I said,'well, I felt like Virginia cannot stay on
it's time to shine Darnell. It's time the field with us. . . We're just
to play,' and I had the opportunity blowing them off the ball, but once
we get inside the 30 yard line we
and that's what I did."
After the game, DeChane just fizzle. A championship style
Cameron had much to say about the ball team can't do that."
"It's not the athletic ability or
Tigers lack of success in recent
weeks. "Like I said, until we can go anything like that," added
back and correct the mistakes that Stephens. "We have great athletes
[are] keeping us from getting in the and everything, but we have to
end zone once we're inside the 20, come together as a team better...
we're going to struggle from here That's all we have to do and we' 11
be a great team.
on out," revealed Cameron.
"Mental mistakes, missed as"I still say that even though we're
struggling amongst ourselves, if we signments, things like that,"
just go back and just eliminate all Stephens continued when asked
the errors, then we can be an out- why that hasn' t happened. "Elimistanding football team," added nate the mental mistakes and we' 11
Cameron. "I don't think anybody be fine."
The Tigers have one more week
can compete with Clemson if we go
back and eliminate the mistakes. to try to iron out those mistakes
We've got exceptional athletes on before facing North Carolina State
this team. I mean we just utilize in a game which will likely play an
everybody's talent to their utmost important role in determining the
ACC champion
ability^^
and we could
just blow^-^
^^
^
^^
:
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131 North Mechanic - Pendleton, SC
At The Traffic Light
New Management
Open 7:00 AM-11PM

PEACE
CORPS
F U.FW1- y
VT ■ %■ w

-Extractor
Clean Economical

Edmund Woo.Cproud 1980 Clemson Graduate) owner of
Woo's Hong Kong Cafe, invites all Clemson students, faculty and
alumni to visit Woo's in Anderson. Come experience senous
Chinese food at inexpensive prices. Relax in our beautiful dining
room and bar surrounded by the soothing music of Hong Kong.
You've worked hard, now treat yourself to a night out at Woo s.
We'll even help with the tab..just clip the coupon below.

liuyOri© Dinner At Regular Price, j
! Get Another Of The Same or Lesser ,
Value for 1 /2 Price!
Ilj&jjAj

226-8888

L

I 3501 Clemson Blvd
I
Anderson
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QUARTERBACK-SELECT 1
Dave Brown-Duke
DeChane Cameron-Clemson
Shawn Jones-Georgia Tech
Terry Jordan-N. C. State
CENTER-SELECT1
Stuart Albright-Duke
Billy Chubbs-Georgia Tech
Randall Parsons-N.Carolina
Mitch Suplee-Maryland
Curtis Whitley-Clemson

to
*

to

GUARD-SELECT 2
Steve Amsworth-Wake Forest
Brian Bollinger-N. Carolina
Mark Dixon-Virginia
Jeb Flesch-Clemson
Mike Gee-N.C. State
Clyde Hawley-N.C. State
Tom Mordica-Wake forest
Ron Statfileno-Maryland
TACKLE-SELECT 2
Scott Adell-N.C. State
Bruce Bratton-Clemson
David Lowe-Wake Forest
Mike Mooney-Georgia Tech
Brandon Moore-Duke
JimReid-Virginia
Ray Roberts-Virginia
RUNNING BACK-SELECT 2
Randy Cuthbert-Duke
Nikki Fisher-Virginia

—r

■

_

WORLDWashington
WISE
PUZZLE
DC 20526
;

Troy Jackson-Maryland
Terry Kirby-Virginia
Greg Manior-N.C. State
Natrone Means-N. Carolina
Anthony Williams-W. Forest
Ronald Williams-Clemson
TIGHT LND-SELECll
TomCovington-GeorgiaTech
Todd Harrison-N.C. State
John HenryMills-W. Forest
Frank Wycheck-Maryland
WIDE RECEIVER SELECT 2
Charles Davenport-NfJ. State
Corey Holliday-N. Carolina
Marc Mays-Duke
Emmett Merchant-GTech
Terry Smith-Clemson
Bobt>y Rodriguez-G.Tech
TerrenceTomlin-Virginia
Gene Thomas-Maryland

PLACEKICKER-SELECT1
Dan DeArmas-Maryland
Randy Gardner-Duke
Clint Gwaltney-N. Carolina
Scott Sisson-Georgia Tech

DOWN LINEMEN-SELECT 3
Preston Anderson-Duke
Roy Barker-N. Carolina .
Rob Bodine-Clemson
Tryg Brody-Wake Forest
Mike McCrary-Wake Forest
Marvin Mitchell-W.Forest
Don Reynolds-Virginia
Chris Slade-Virginia
Mark Thomas-N.C. State
Larry Webster-Maryland

Scott Youmans-Duke
Lubo Zizakovic-Maryland
INSIDE LMBACKER-SELECT 2
Billy Ray Haynes-N.C. State
Dwight Hollier-N. Carolina
Mike Jarmolowich-Maryland
Ed McDanfel-Clemson
David Merritt-N.C. State
Tommy Thigpen-N.Carolina
Darrell Spells-Duke
JerrelleWilliams-G.Tech
OUTSIDE LINEBACKER- SELECT 2
Marco Coleman-G. Tech
Eric Gash-North Carolina
Clayton Henry-N.C. State
Greg Hines-Maryland
P.J.Killian-Virginia
Levon Kirkland-Clemson
Maurice Miller-Wake Forest
Ashley Sheppard-Clemson

DEFENSIVE BACK-SELECT 4
Cookie Massey-N. Carolina
Willie Clay-Georgia Tech
George Coghill-W. Forest
Curley Day-Georgia Tech
Eric Geter-Clemson
Greg Jeffries-Virginia
Rondell Jones-N.Carolina
Tyrone Lewis-Virginia
Robert O'Neal-Clemson
Quinton McCracken-Duke
Erwin Sampson-Duke
Sebastian Savage-N.C.State
Lament Scales-W. Forest
■ Wyatt Smith-Duke
KenSwilling-GeorgiaTech
Scott Rosen-Maryland

WHTH-SELECTl
Dan DeArmas-Maryland
Ed Garno-Virginia
Scott McAlister-N. Carolina
Kim Sheek-Wake Forest

saEai
Dick Sheridan-N.C. State
Mack Brown-N. Carolina
Bill Dooley-Wake Forest
Ken Hatfield-Clemson
Joe Krivak-Maryland
Bobby Ross-Georgia Tech
George Welsh-Virginia
Barry Wilson-Duke

To receive a ballot by mail, w rite: Exxon ACC Supreme Team, Ballot Request, PO Box 53255, Houston, Tx. 77052.
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As major sponsors of Atlantic Coast Conference football, Exxon invites you to stop at
participating stations, and cast your vote for the official Exxon Atlantic Coast Conference
Supreme Team. Nominated players are listed below. Voting ends November 3.

kljinilerson

....

Ofj

Who Are The Best Players
In The Atlantic Coast Conference?
You MakeThe Call.

r

NOISY IN YOUR
BUILDING??
* CALL JACK FOR
A QUIET
APARTMENT
AT
• CEDAR WOODS
654-3263

^

*

Country to the south of this nation, which
is location of major canal.
Language spoken by most citizens of this
country.
3. Religion of most citizens of this nation.
4. Ocean on west coast of this nation.

Take A Break From Your
Studies This Week...
And Dine In Hong Kong

JH
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For further information about Peace Corps, write Box 896. Washington DC 20526

- Students Welcome -

(through10/25/91__ __ _

"5 *S

INSTRUCTIONS- The Peace Corps has volunteers serving in nearly 80 nations around:the
S By sofving tWspuzzle, you'will learn about one of these countnes.
Solve the four numbered puzzle words and then unscramble the letters rn the squares to produce
the name of the country darkened on the map at the right.
Second smallest Central
American country, roughly
the size of Vermont and
New Hampshire
combined.
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Tiger
Picks

Mel Norris,
computer
manager
(49-11)

Sean
Hanzelik,
asst sports ed
(44-16)

Andy
Marino,
business mgr
(39-21)

Tyler
Darden, sr
staff photo
(39-21)

Terry
Manning,
ed-in-chief
(39-21)

Tommy
Boatman, sr
staff photo
(39-21)

Craig Kling,
editorial
editor
(39-21)

Allyson
Milhous, ad
manager
(38-"22)

Erik Martin,
circulation
manager
(37-23)

Geoff
Wilson,
sports editor
(36-24)

Washington
at California

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

Washington

California

Washington

Washington

Texas at
Arkansas

Arkansaa

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Texas

Arkansas

Texas
A&Mat
Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

Baylor

UNC at
Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Tennessee
at Alabama

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Alabama

Alabama

Alabama

Tennessee

Tennessee

Alabama

Alabama

Colorado at
Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Colorado

Oklahoma

Oklahoma

Colorado

Illinois at
Iowa

Illinois

Iowa

Iowa

Illinois

Iowa

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Illinois

Iowa

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tec h '

Georgia
Tec h

Georgia
Tech

Georgia
Tec h

Syracuse at
Pittsburgh

Syracuse

Syracuse

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Syracuse

Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh

Syracuse

Syracuse
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ROCKTOBER
CONCERT LINEUP

805 Frontage Road
Greenville, South Carolina 29615
(803)676-9911 Fax (803) 297-0389

Thurs., Oct. 31st,
Dig up a date or bring
your mate to a horrifying
night of entertainment.
We will be giving away
$1000 in Costume Contest
prizes.

Sat., Oct. 19th, 9:00 p.m.
Tickets: $12.50 Advance / $15.00 Day of Show

I

1
TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT:
Characters in Greenville,
Road Music in Spartanburg,
'Manifest Records in
Greenville and Clemson
or Charge By Phone

y& tyuxA,
Wed., Oct. 30th, 9:00 p.m.
Tickets: $16,00

mmn

lUG***dU
Wed., Nov. 6th, 9:00 p.m.
Tickets: $10.00 Advance / $12.00 Day of Show

803-234-0370
500 Surcharge Added To Ticket Price!
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All Shows
19 and Over Admitted

October 18,1991
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Campus Bulletin
announcements
This year there is an addition to the student drama
club. The Clemson players
have taken on a new projectThe Minority Tigers of Theatre (MTT). MTT's purpose
is to promote minority participation and positive racial
interaction through the art
of theatre. For more info
call Tina Evans at 858-6707.
The Chronicle is still accepting submissions for the
Fall 91 issue. Time is running out. Poetry, fiction and
art are still needed. For more
info call 656-2833 or mail to
Box 2187 on campus.
The Rape Crisis Council
will be having volunteer
training for University Students Oct 13-16 and Oct
27-30 from 7:00-9:30 p.m.
at CU Police Dept. For info
call Suzanne at 858-6351 or
Cam at 858-3326 or the Rape
Crisis Hotline at 654-9406
There will be a make-up
day for Student ticket pickup for the N.C. State game
on Thursday Oct. 24, from
7:30-4:30 p.m. for any student who has not picked up
tickets.
[ Clemson Leadership
Awareness Seminars for Students: Oct. 23 at 6:00 p.m.
Parliamentary Procedure
with Rick Barnes, The Nonverbal Advantage with
Eddie Smith. Oct.29at6:00
p.m. Employment Interviews with Al Mathiasen, at
7:30 p.m. Resume Design
with Flora Filey, Register
104Holtzendorfforcall6560520.

Waterfront Lot on Lake
Keowee near Clemson University. 'Keowee Key'
Community - enjoy country club, golf, tennis, boating
and fishing. Reduced below
market 1-800-551-1399

Overseas Jobs: $900$2000 mo. Summer, year
round, All Countries, All
fields. Free info. Write IJC,
PO Box 52-SCOl, Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625.

We are looking for a top
Speakers: Prophecy series fraternity, sorority, or stu2461 by Great White North, dents organization that
Awesome sound, $400 or would like to earn $500$1500 for a one week
best offer, 653-3407.
on-campus
marketing
project.
Must
be
organized
Acoustic Guitar- Yamaha
and
hard
working.
Call
FG 300, Good condition, call
JoAnnorRobat(800)592653-7327
2121.
1980 Datsun 210 rebuilt
Travel Sales Representacarburetor, runs great, good
tive,
STS, the leader in
gas mileage - $675. Call
collegiate
travel needs motiKenny 653-7124.
vated individuals and groups
to promote Winter/Spring
help wanted
Break trips. For information
Assemblers: Excellent in- call Student Travel Services,
come to assemble products Ithaca, NY at (800) 648from your home. 504-646- 4849.
1700 Dept. P5158.
Earn $5.25/hour calling
for
prestigious colleges and
Short of Cash! Earn $3 an
universities.
Part-time three
envelope mailing letters
to
five
nights
per week. Call
from Dorm/Home! Set Own
Fund-Raising
and ManageHours!
Homemailers
ment
Counsel
for more
Needed! Send S.A.S.E. Eninformation.
231-7104.
velope. Galaxee Distributors
P.O. Box 1157 Forkedriver,
housing
NJ 08731.
Male graduate students
Exotic Dancers needed for
would
like to find an apartGreenville's newest and finment
starting
Nov 15. Call
est nightclub. Experience a
1-284-4863
between
7:00plus but not necessary. Call
10:00
p.m.
299-6271 between 11:00
a.m. and 4 p.m. Mon-Fri for
Roommate needed. Unidetails and audition schedversity
Place. $225/month,
ule.
1/4 utilities, own room, 2Easy work! Excellent pay! bath. washer and dryer,
Assemble products at home. 654-8939.
lost & found
Call toll free (800)467^5566
Ext 5987.

Growing sportswear company
which
sells
merchandise
to
sororities
The Clemson University
YMCA needs an aerobics and fraternities is looking
instructor to provide leader- for campus representatives.
ship for an evening adult Work one night a week and
fitness class. Call Chris average $50-$ 100 week.
Must have experience in reVeldkamp at 656-5839.
tail sales and knowledge of
the Greek system. Call (800)
for sale
336-4486.
;A precision cut by
designers is
4ve first step

^FOR HAIR
S\op by soon for +ke look you Kave been missing.
351 College >Ave. Clemson, SC654-1094
iaqueena

illaae

Available
Nov. 1st

Found: Crime Stoppers
key chain with four keys
found in front of Daniel Hall
Monday night. Call 8588199 to claim.

successfully completed another Kappa Week. Continue
to follow those dreams
Spring Break**South which have carried you thus
Padre Island Condominiums far because numerous refrom $139** Cancun from wards still await each of you!
$299** Acapulco from Emerald.
$199**.
All
student
Happy Birthday T-Man
packages include a variety
of
parties-activities- from the Staff!!!
day trips-special nightclub or
DCJ: Just wait until ya'll
attraction admissions!!!
Over 50,000 students have get back and see what we are
traveled with us. Join us for going to do, Bun, Ted and
'92!!! Campus Beach Club more friends from home.
(800)-258-9191.
Becky: Neither weird
Earn Fabulous Free Spring sheik will seize either cafBreak Vacation while meet- feine or protein in his leisure.
ing new people and earning
cash. Work at your own pace.
Hey Cutie. You are wonEnergetic, highly motivated derful, great, terrific, and I
outgoing individuals needed. am not just saying this to get
Call Bob at Campus Holi- you to take me out to dinner,
days
1-800-627-4791 I also want to go a movie.
between 5 p.m. and 10 p.m.
CST.
Ginger, Why'd you hit me
Sat. Night??? Witte
Earn $2500 and Free Trips
Selling Spring Break PackPREGNANT?
ages To Bahamas, Mexico,
CONSIDERING
Jamaica, Florida! Best Trips
and Prices! Spring Break
ADOPTION?
Travel (800) 638-6786
Call TOLL FREE ■&.'

miscellaneous

This Spring Break earn
free trips and make the most
money. Sell the best location
on the beach next to the
world's largest night clubs.
Campus reps needed to promote Spring Break. Call Kim
at (800) 558-3002.

personals
Gamma Phi Beta wishes
everyone a fun and safe fall
break.
Cornchip, CU at CU, Love
Dman.
To the entire Kappa Alpha
Psi Family, congratulations
on your eleventh anniversary!! Once again you have

discuss options.
California conselor and
attorney.
Bonnie and Marc
Gradstein.
' 1-800-922-0777

IAISE$ 500...$ 1000-$1500

rroou
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RAISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

Aisowmr H0 INVESTMENT REQUIRES!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 5C

READ
ANY
GOOD
BOOKS
LATELY?
The Clemson University Bookstore Now Carries
the Mem Yi
-----1
s in Hardback—
iJi1 I
and
m

APARTMENTS

2 Bedroom Townhouse
Cable Ready
Laundry Facilities

Fully Carpeted
Full Kitchen
Pool

Call 654-6158 Off123 on Isaqueena Trail
iH
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We Also Carry:
fi£

•Schaum's outlines

study aids

•computer manuals

cookbooks
and much more

MB

